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The annexed illustrations exhibit a valve
motion which is
valves, puppet

or circular

/

.
.
:

\'0"

applicable either to slide

valves,

;

/

I

rolling

valves.
Fig. 1 is a side view of an engine with the
valve motion applied, the engine being at half
stroke, and the crank supposed to be rotating

in the direction of the arrow.

Fig.

2

is an in.

side view of the stand, B, which occupies a
prominent position in fig. 1.

Fig. 3 is a plan

of the said stand, B; and fig. 4 a front view

of the same.

Figs. 5, 6, and 7, will be here

after explained.

C is the steam cylinder, having a steam
chest, D, extending from end to

end.

The

valves are arranged near the ends of the steam
chest, and of whatever character they may be,
are operated by two rock shafts, which pass
through the steam chest, and ca� arms,

K,

K

to receive the necessary motion, said arms

being connected by a rod, G.

A is the steam

pipe conveying the steam through one of the
trunnions to the steam chest, D.

The other

trunnion, which is not shown, is supposed to
convey the exhaust steam either to a conden.
ser or escape pipe.
B is an upright stand striding the trunnion
having on the outside a steam gauge, M, and
clock, N.

E is a rocking piece, working on a

pin secured in a fixed position near the bottom
of one side of the steam chest, and provided
with a small handle at the top, for the pur
pose of enabling the valves to be worked by
hand.

This piece, of which fig. 5 is a view on

a larger scale, is taken in the same direction
as fig. 4; and fig.

7

is an inner face view on

the same scale as fig. 6,

has a

slot

to

re

ceive a stud, m, (see fig. 1,) to which is con
nected one end of a rod, F, which has two
hooks at the other end to take hold of either
of two studs, I I, on the rock shaft of the left
hand valve.

stand, B, to operate upon two arms,

other of the studs, or to suspend it out of gear
with both.

The connection of the two valve

rock shafts by means of the rod, G, causes the

piece, E, would stand

and carrying a roller, with which the arm, 1,
on the rocking piece, E, is brought into con·

2,

.,

(J

justable pieces, a a, secured to the stand.

IE

After sifting, it is ready for sale.

Prep ared

Charcoal.-Fresh-made charcoal

the pin, S, viz., by shifting the pin, m, in the bark, half a pound; myrrh, a quarter of a
rocking piece, E. To stop the engine, the han. pound. Sift.
i

die of the lever,

R,

V,

not touch it.
horizontal

This valve motion works as

engine.

this motion

The

advantage which

has over other valve motions

for oscillating engines, is that it takes steam

J!'ig. 7

near the ends of the cylinder, thereby operating more quickly on the piston, and saving

the distance it is required to be moved.

trunnions.

This

Hom(B(tpathic Chalk.-Precipitated chalk, 1

is raised to lower the slide,

with its pin, S, so low that the arm, 1, will

purpose of giving motion to the rocking piece,

This is lost in cylin.

lb.; powder orris, 1 oz.; powder starch, 1 oz.

I

Cuttle Fish Powder-Powdered cuttle fish
half a pound; precipitated chalk, 1 lb.; pow.
der orris, half a pound; otto of lemons,
otto of neroli, half a drachm.

1

oz.;

Boraz and Myrrh Powder.-Precipitated

.. ..

chalk, 1 lb.; borax

powder,

half a pound;

myrrh powder, quarter of a pound; orris, quar
ter of a pound.-[Piesse's Art of Perfumery.

.-

This improvem6nt also avoids the

enables room to be left at either side of the

In an artesian well now in course of exca.

side pressure which heretofore ha.s been a

arm, 1, according to which center the engine

vation in New Orleans, La., the auger recent.

great drawback, especially when a vacuum is

ly brought up, from a depth of five hundred

formed, for the trunnions soon become worn on

and eighty feet, sand thickly interspersed with

is on, for the pin, S, to come against the arm

by a link, U, to a lever, V, for the purpose of high enough up to give the full throw to the one side, and out of line.
adjusting the slide higher or lower, to vary

valves by the oscillation of the cylinder.

the position of the pin, S, and thereby vary

movement of the arm, 1, caused by coming in

piece, and the width of opening of the valves.

drachm.

2 2.

well on an upright oscillating engine as on a

Fi'l.6

orris

There is another way of varying the throw in fine powder, 7 Ibs.; prepared chalk, 1 lb.;
of the valves besides moving the piece, R, with orris root, 1 lb. ; catechu, half a pound; cassia

ders that take steam through ports in the

the amount of movement given to the rocking

Tooth Powders.

powder, half a pound; sulphate of quinine, 1

These springs prevent concussion, and insure
the catching of the arms,

22, 1855.

1 lb.; starch powder, half a pound;

two springs, b b, which are attached to two ad

the steam in the ports.

T, is secured in the sliding piece to connect it

Patented May

Quinine Tooth Powder.-Precipitated chalk,

the rocking piece press lightly on one of the

and the more lap and lead the greater will be

Below S a small pin,

.. ..

Further information may be had by address.

moved from that position before the engine projections on the sides of the upper part of

arrives on the center, in order to give it steam,

F, to open the valves.

worked, and very effective.

done, the rocking piece, E, requires to be its furthest point of oscillation one of the two

tact by tbe oscillation of the cylinder, for the
and thereby causing it to operate on the rod,

The present

improvement is cheap in construction, easily

At the time the cylinder reaches Y.

give the valves lead and lap, and when this is the valves.

R is a vertical slid ng piece dovetailed to
S,

They are coming into extensive use for

dotted outline in fig. 1, but it is desirable to rocking piece, E, to rock far enougb t o close ing the inventor, M. D. DuBois, Newburgh, N.

fit the stand, B, as shown in fig. 3, and held

R,

vor.

or Z', according to which way the cylinder land purposes, being often employed in mills,

vertical, as shown in is held by the catch long enough to cause the

with the same lead and throw.

figs. 2 and 3, is a pin secured in the strip,

which are beveled have fairly worked their way into public fa

valves covered both ports equally the rocking cillation in the opposite direction, the arm,

two valves to have a corresponding motion

in place by a piece, r, secured by screws.

2,

on their outer side, presses back the catch, Z'

Operation.-When the engine is exactly on has oscillated, and is then caught by the catch, where room is of importance.

it be dropped to the lower stud by the chain,

and serves to shift the rod, F, from one to the

one or other of the arms,

the center, with the cylinder horizontal, if the so that when the cylinder commences its os

which is the position for going a-head, but if

is movable on the hub of the rocking piece, E,

thest points of oscillation in either direction, oscillating engines for a long time, and they

the valves to shut off steam from the ports.

This rod, F, is shown in the

The chain is connected with lever f, which

at

pose of operating the rocking piece to move

engraving taking hold of the upper stud, I,

i.

2 2,

tached to the rocking piece, E, for the pur

The

fibers of wood, fragments of bark, shells, &c.

This engine is also well adapted for ferry
boats and vessels of all classes.

The inventor

contact with the pin, is illustrated in fig. 5, thinks that oscillators will ultimately be the

city stood for a number of hours at 96° ; at 5

The A. M. on the 1st of July it had fallen to 640
When the cylinder is at its fur· attention of engineers has been directed to -a change of 30° in 24 hour!.

where the pin is marked B, instead of S, as in only engines nsed for ocean steamers.

Zl Z2 are two spring catches secured to the figs. 2 and 3.

... ,�

On the 30th ult. th) thermometer in this
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�thntifit 6lmtritnn.
STEAM PRESSURE REGULATORS-Wm. S. Gale. of

MACHINE FOR SWEEPING STIlEETS-D. H. Richards, of

Queenstown, Md.: I am aware that guides tor governing
the movement!'! of saws in machines for reducing blocks
of stone or marble to tapering form and. therefore, I
claim: Operating double sets of :-;aws arranged at right
angles with each other. ty means of the power-moving
rack beam. G. combined with the rack frame. G'. by
means of the toothed 'vheel.l�. which work.� upon the
adjustable sliding beam. N. sU}Jstantially as set fol'th.
REFRIGERATING PITCIIEl!S-Franklin D. Hall. of
Philadelphia, Pa.: I am aware that double walls and
casings containing immediate strata of air. have long been
used in pitchers and other articles ofhousellOld t:conomy
as a means of intercepting and retaining heat.
I am also aware that hinged covers to protect the mouth
or spout of vessels from which fluids are to be poured. as
hr
b
n h e
l
f�:l� i� �s:�lh�:: ��g:riva���� li� e��}�� :����!y di:�
claim.
I claim. the arrangement of the tube or conduit-pipe
and the spout with which it if!: connected. in the manner
and for the purposes described.
PAPER CLIP-John L. Harvey & C. A. Mins. of Du
buque. Iowa: We claim, the attachment of the clip and
h i
r i e
��i:�g �� i�:e���. s��; �� ����:!�d�t! �o C; la�:e� ��
a
i� �h o�a,::ri�-;� e ��i ��;'f the spring upon
yp t
�he �ii� %�i� e
TURNING CARRIAGE AXLETREEs-John Hennon. of
Beaver. Pa.: 1 claim. the turning of spindles on axles for
wagons. carriages, or all other similar articles, and the
rule or principle of ascertaining the lines on the timber
and of finding the centre in accordance therewith. and of
so adjusting a movable centre or slide-point in any com
mon lathe, as to give an axle any desired degree of incli
nation for the bottom or pitch line, and at the same time
obtaining more or less gather at will, substantially de
scribed.
BEDSTEADs_Silas Huddleston. of Cottage Grove". Ind. :
I claim. the arrangement dcscribed -a:nd shown, consisting
of the device D, a. a' b. d. e e', end rail A, c c' g. g g' and
stop-pin. h. for the purpose of tightening and retaining
tIn cord, c, which farmi the bottom of the bedstead,
substantially as set forth.
HARVESTERs.:...John C. Huermann & Jonathan Reeves,
of Camden.'N. J.: Having now described the nature of
my invention and the manner in which the same i� car·
ried into effect. I wish it to be understood that I do not
claim exclusively the employment of cams or projections
on the driving wheel. in combination with levers for
agitating tho cutters of harvesters.
.But I claim the wheel. with its projection. in combinar
it t e e
h
t
��°ds
'I �n 3 l!�ie ::/}���Jf�r�:i. ti:� ��h�l: b�i�g :r�
ranged and constructed substantially in the manner set
forth. for the double purpose of clearing the projections
from dirt and agitating the cutters.
RAKING AT'{'ACHlKENT YOR REAPERs-John C. Hicks.
I not
h
r
�fr�,jti:::�I'o:e��i�n �?the d�!��ibe� �afri�: ��t��h:
ment, for I am aware that the same has been accomplhih
ed before.
But I claim, opera.ting the rakes G and O. by means of
the segment H and rack J, with pin C. attached in com
bination with slotted arm or crank K. and groove (e) in
platform p. when arranged and operated in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.
MATCH MACHINE-Lawrence Holmes. of Paterson,N.
J.: Having thus fully described my Improved Match
Splint Machine. I claim, first, the combination of the
reeding·rollers. b. and separating rollers, d. as herein de
scribed.
Second, In combination with the die-plate. e. and
knives. f. for completing the splint, constructed and ope.
rated substantially as set forth.
Third. I claim the shield. &c employed in the manner
and for the purpose described.
DIRINJ'ECTING PASTILEs-Andrew Lanergan, Bos
ton. Mass.: I claim, a disinfecting pastile or comtof
osition.
�adig�'i�:�a��dllbuar��d,c�i�dd;:hil: t��:ni��at� ee��r:�
ch'orine or hydro-chloric acid gas, either a free state
or so combined or mixed with one or moreinother
gases. as
to be capable of acting a.s a disinfecting agent.
GUN CAIlIlIAGJ:-John Laur8Jls. of"Charleston, S. 0.: I
claim. the entire gun-carriage. it being totally different
from any gun-carriage that is now or ever has been in tiSEt.
with the sole exception of its carrying a gun.
NETTING MACHINEs-John McMullen, of Baltimore,
Md.: I claim. finishing the meshes of the net and tighten
ing the knots by the simultaneous, longitudinal and latel
p a
n
t
���:t !��ial{vP�:S!���ifi� J��h: �el��i�e ���m�� �f !�ia
rollers and bea.m being automatically pr,eserved.
STEAM GUAGES_W. K. Miller. of Canton. Ohio: I
claim. the arrangement of the siphon tube within the ceo
ment, holding tube or case. G. and both within the metal
case-with transparent front-and thereby forming cera
w n e s
n
ih: !n���� r ��b:i::t1�ti��� d�:��b:d !�j f�� th: �u��
pose set forth.
BIlAssKETTLI:MACHINE-O. "\V. Minard. of Waterbu
ry. Conn.: I claim the method substantia.lly as specified,
of polishing or burnishing either of the surfaces of the
metal dudng and by the rolling action. by causing one of
the rolling surfaces to move faster or dower than the
other. to produce a slip. as set forth.
And I also claim in combination with the forming and
working rollhs. giving to the carriage which carries the
clamps with the disc of metal. a diagonal movement.
substantially as described. to keep the inner surface of
the metal in contact with the forming roller during the
rolling action, as described.
MINCING MEAT MACHINE-Oren Moses, of Malone.N.
Y.: I claim, the combination of the cutting.box. A. with
c
i e
n
a
�tine�t��t�}?� !����� � !ft�e ;���io� �i;h� �!id b��
can be readiJy lowered. partially revolved. and then ele
vated again, lor the purpose-causing the reciprocating
movements of said box to so act upon the disks of the cut
ting cylinders so a.!l to make them cut in transverse direc
tions, within said cutting-box, substantially as set forth,
I also claim the combination of the comb, L. and its
shaft. e. with the shaft of the cutting cylinder. in such a
manner as to cause the teeth of said comb to act between
the cutting disks on the rising side of the cutting cylinder,
substantially as s�t forth.
BEDSTEAD-Ansel Moon. of Bristol, Wisconsin: I claim
the application of this '·lock·joint" (so. called) to the
manufacture of bedsteads.
SWINGJNG SPOUT 'FOR F�)WING MILLSTONES_M. & C.
Painter. of Owing's Mills. Md.: What we claim as new
and useful in feeding grain to millstones, and desire to
e
b t
i th
y
i:��i:g "{Jb! eFl, lb� �!i�!���Sf�i�t (t) froc;!I���:. �
combination with and lor free rotation and universal
movement of said tube by the revolving stone, A. for the
purposes specified.
INDEPENDENT SECONDS' MOVEMENT FOR WATCHES_
George P, Reed. of Waltham, Mass.: I do not claim ap
plying to a watch or time· piece an .. independent second
mechanism," operated or driven by a motor or main
Ipring and train of gears separate from the main'spring,
and train of gears for imparting motion to the hour and
minute hands of such watch or time-piece.
But I claim the combination of the gear wheel. B, the
ratchet. C. curved lever draw pawl, H. the spring. 1, and
the detacher. L ; the whole constituting a mechanism
applicable to the arbor of the index hand of a dial. and
for im:parting to the same an intermittent rotary movo
ment. m manner and for the purpose specified.
REAPING AND MOWING MACHINEs-John Reily. of
Heart Prairie, Wis.: I claim. first. the method of raising
and lowering the cutter bar, either from the driver's or
raker's seat. or from both simultaneously by means of the
rod (u) and lever (x) . in combination with the lever X,
as described.
substantially
Second. I claim. bringing the driver's seat to the dratt
tongue. when combined with a brace pivotp.d to the axis
of motion of the machine. substantially in the manner
and for the purposes described.
MACHINES rOR MAKING AND KNEADING DOUGH-S.
a
c
a
:�;t�:�h:�t�� ��ire:: ��r�' ���!di!t �:��:h�°!h�:e d
aDd. combill.d 10 a.s to operate aa described.

substantially as set forth. for the purpoije of raising the
brlJ�h upon the return stroke. when sweeping at the sides
of the streets. as described.
CORN AND Con Mu.L-Cyrus Roberts, of Eel1eville.
Ill.: I clnim the method of rendering the grinding surface
of the huH or concave (f) concentric with that ofthe ball
(c) and of preserving this concentricity by mounting the
revol'dng spider (h) between the arms of which the rim
of the hull is secured and adjusted upon a neck or jour.
nal (g) lormed on the under sid� of the ball, (e) in the
manner and for the purposes substantially as described.
BALANCE GATE Fon FLUMES IN WATER POWER-D.
Robinson. of Lenoxville. l.la.: I claim. the tWQ sliding
gates. B. B', placed at opposite sides of the penstock. A.
and connected by bars. (c) substantial1y as specified.
BLASTING POWDER_'Vm. Silver. Jr. of Wapwollopen.
Pa.: I claim. the explosive compound described-con
sisting of rags or paper saturated and coated with a mixl t
e
a
Wdered,
��l�i��X��ik�i� �bo� �h: ;r����f�;:s ;e�fo�tt:
LOCKs-Henry Isham, of New Britain, Conn.; I am
aware that lock� have been made in which a series of r04
tating tumblers are C'8.rried by the bolt in the direction of
Ls line of motion;so as to make cog:! on the said tumblers
engage cogs on a series ohlides previously set by the key.
but in such locks the engagement of the tumblers with
e a
e
r
���::t�it: :nd �h����;�:i a�R��t:l�� br���:���� �:
gagement of rotating tumblers with the key-slides by the
throw of the bolt.
I claim. moving a series of rotating cogged tumblers at
right angles to the line of motion of the bolt. by meaus of
a slot in the bolt, or any equivalent thereof. operating on
the shaft or spindle of the tumblers. substantia.lly a,lI de
scribed-whereby the cogs on the said tumblers can be
��t; !�teb;�g� khe�b���;� ih���o;,�?: ���h�i��ii ier:::�
the dots in the tumbler. and wiil so remain engaged while
the bolt continues its movement to carry the said stop-pin
to some distance beyond the periphery of the tumblers; so
that in any attempt to pick the lock. the said stop-pin
shall not rest against the peripheries ot the tumblerH, to
admit of feeling-as it is called-to bring the tumblers in
succession. to the required position to allow the lock to be
picked. as described.
And 1 also claim. in combination with the method of
operating the tumblel'S by the throw of the bolt and
gIving to the bolt the capacity to move after the tumblers
have been engage� with the key·slidei!J to carry tlle stop
pin some distance beyond the periphery of the tumblers,
substantially as described-the employment of a stop or
hold·fast. operated by the bolt to lock or hold fast the
key-slides or tumblers. before the stop-pin on the bolt
e o e b
�::��b:J��E:���� t)ie !�l� sii�� ��d' ;���i�:!��rn�l
previousiy arranged by the proper key, will become
locked in their disarranged condition. belore the stop-pin
t
t
e
fe�l �he���h�����i��! !1;: t:;������ f�� �:�l�i�el Jb ;�st�
tion by a pick.
I also claim forming the bit of the key of a series of
sector pinions, which may be shifted to change th� com·
bination or permutation, substantially as described, in
combination with a series of cogged rack slides for ope
rating the tumblers. substantially as and for the purpose
specified.
And finally. I claim the notched collar on the key stem
e s
i
{h�lie: ��:!��u'b!���:ll;Pis !� df�1;:! ;��;������ig�
ed-whereby the key cannot be taken out of the keyhole
without turning it entirely around. to give to the key·
slide their entire range of motion every time the lock is
opened and .shut; and thus avoid the possibilIty of deterh
d
n
:��! �/fhe r�%�i�� :a�����hi:� :o�il-b���� ��s!bif
only moved each time to the distance required for un·
locking; particularly if the same combination .should
continue to be used fbr a considerable length of time.
BREECH-LOADING FIRE-ARMs-Benj, F. Joslyn. of
Brooklyn. Mass.: I claim a sliding valve in a chamber.
substantially as shown and described. for the purpose spe������e !�s�h���b���D3ets��iGe��lg with the ,-alve. tor the
GRINDING BUTT HINGES-CyrusKenney & Wm, Gur
ley.of'l'roy. N. Y.; 'Ve do not claim any part or arrange
ment of the described apparatus which has before been
known or used.
We claim, the improvement of hangiJlg the pinch-block
or cam. a. on or to the elastic support, a' arranged in
combi:l1ati()n with the bed .H., and stop. G, substantially as
described and 10r the purpose specified.
We also claim mounting the griper in the manner de·
scribed. upon the rock shaft, C, arranged in combination
with the grindstone, as set forth for the purpose specified.
MARBLE SAWING MACHINE-Henry Lawrence of New
York. N. Y.: I claim mounting the two saw frames, each
in ways on the side of the frame, substantially as describ
ed. in combination with and when such frame is provided
at the ends. with slides titted to slide up and down in
separate ways, connected with the main frame by journals
or stems, adapted to turn and slide in suitable slots. and
there held and .secured substantially as described_
whereby the said saws can be set each independently of
the other. to have its cutting and feeding motions at any
desired angle, by simply turning or shifting the journals
of said ways.
And I also claim in combination with the described
manner of mounting the two saw frames in adjustable
sliding frames ada:pted to shifting and turning ways. 1mb·
stantiaHy as descl'lbed. the mode of imparting motion to
said saw gates by means of pitmen or connectinc: rods.
hinged at one end to the saw gate. and at the other fitted
to slide and turn in rockers mounted in and free, to turn
in a rock.ing frame. which receives motion from suitable
motor. substantially as described.
CURTAIN FIXTUREs-James Stephens, of New York
City: I do not claim simply the appiication of a coil
r
n
t
u
i
��� ��:de.��:�h�; ���: b!�� ���lf�J��s����� !�:s. P
Hut I claim attaching the coil spring to a swinging pen
dant. A, and connecting the same to the arbor. B, to which
the shade roller. C, is attached by the pinion. E. and
toothed wheel, R, the arbor having a ratcliet. D. upon it.
in which ratchet a pawl. H. attached to the pendant
catches. the above parts being arranged substantially as
shown. tbr the purpose specified.
STEAliI PRESSURE INDICATORS AND REGULATORS
·Wm. Mt. Storm. of New-York City: I have no claim to
the use of a tube (which. admitting the steam within.
saves the steam-case and stu:ffi.ng·'box nor any claim to
the double communication-hot and cold) -with any
form of' thermolat; nor do I lay any claim to the expedient
of the buckling motion. whether of tube or bar. ieparately
considered.
But I claim the joint combination, in the compact and
practical form of construction and arrangement. substan
tially as shown of all three of these features in the same
t
can a satis�:��.;�;}:!t ��;;:������ :�du��1.·
k�i��
I claim the combination of a simple steam-tight metal
tube. with a fixed and o�en (not steam-tight) frame or
support in which both of lts extremities are held station
ary; while the motion of its middle. left free. is communi
catrd to its works in such manner. or by a device combia
ul
ra
ti
�h: :��x!��f�:�f�:�f;'h : �b'! �ft� :�e ��:��f tli�
boiler, being separate and distinct. moreover. from that
to the water-space of the boiler. and filled with a cold
fluid; and so arranged as not to allow any circulation
through it. of the heated water from the boiler. the in
strument as a whole being substantia:ly as described and
shown.
I also claim. in combination with the tube. the" key
nut," or its equivalent, for the purpose explained.
COTTON SEED PLANTERs_J. A. Stewart. of Franklin,
Ky.: I do not claim a rotating hopper or distributing
wheel, irrespective of the form shown, for they have
been previou.'dy used.
But I claim. the hopper or wheel. G, formed of the
disk.!'!. a a'. and zig_zag rim. b. provided with slots, d. sub
stantially as shown. for the purpose specified.
I further claim. the hopper or wheel. G, in combination
a
or spi1te, H, arranged as shown for
h
f�! p�r��!: :!�f���::
OD s
E
C I
T:ro� a�. �;:r�okry�. J. Y�:i�la��iVfng the ri{���fn�
motion to the reservoir wheel. by the combined actiott: of
tho screw and cam (or any equivalent device) when ar
ranged and operating essentially as deacribed for th
purpose let forth.

FILTEn ATTACHMENT I'on FAUCETs-Jas. H. Wright

c
i e
i
Georgetown. Mass.: I claim, the brush E. operated by
of thc cam groove Ii" in the manller as substantial ��!��iJ��t��ft�� :h��h��b :r� � o�\�! Fat:�:��d
���.fho:�isfo�Yn: i�c����:�tioa;�itteili:���k��� {;�oove means
above the pipe. I; and having a. pipe. C. and cock. D, at
set forth.
MACHINE FOR SAWING STONE-John Grason. of lySecond.
I claim the plate L. operating in the manner
a
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SECURING TIRES ON WHEELs-Wm. A. Ashe. of
New York City: I do not claim securing the tire on a
car wheel after the method illustrated in fig. G. as this is
quite old.
But I claim making the tire. B. with a narrow tongue.
A, at the center of its width on its inner circumference,
and the outer periphery of the circlu of felloes. with a
i�i��e't�� Wr�e��vth:ai����1�ea�bJ \�e g:drlr0sth�f c��
metal on the tire on either side of said tongue may be
maue quhe thin. and of unvarying thickness from the
tongue co the said erlges of the tire. substantially as and for
the purpo.:e set forth.
DENTAL FORCEPs-Hazen J. Batchelder, of West
Fairlee. Vt.: I do not claim the application of a rest or
beuer to a pair of dental forcep,�. whereby they may be
:�5tto[�e:eo:x��lefeaJ� �o�hdjiWcf:i�C���bi�t���h� tfur�
ceps with the fulcrum .dice or plate by a universal joint.
nor do I claim combining with the fulcrum or bearer the
handle or lever. by which the said fulcrum may be main
tained in place.
But I claim applying or connecting the forceps and the
bearer by a stirruv and slot. irrespective of the universal
joi:at. and substantially specifieJ. or its equivalent. so
that the distance between the extreme end of the bQarer
and the points or ends of the jaws of the forceps may be
ndju�ted. or. in other words. either increased or dimin
ished. as circumstances may require.
SAWING FEI.LIEs-David Bowen. of Wadesville. Va.:
I claim tpe described plank clamps. dmultaneously ad
justable in opposite directions. in combination with the
t
g i
e
n
����d ��d ����=fi�: S�b�� {a�ti�iJ;��a l�d fbitta.; p��:
pose set forth,
BnAKE lI'OR WAGONS-D. F. Breed. of Fulton. N. Y.
I am aware that a self-relieving break. in backing. is not
new, nor is it new to so arrange the gearing that a pront p
i
i
ce n
v
�f�h� b!��� t� �h� �h�:l:� l �h���f�r� d g�o� �l�i� ��
be the first to apply such arrangement of parts as will
etfect either of those objects.
liut I claim the combination and arrangement of the
revolving blocks. f. rubbers, g. connecting rods. b and d.
crank lever, c, and neck yoke. d. for the purposes de
scribed,
MELODEONs-Jeremiah Carhart. of New York City: I
claim, first. the coupler. f. arranged in a cavity of the
key. and operating essentially ali and for the purposes de
scribed.
:-5econd. the double springs. m. constructed and applied
iubst:mtially described to act each on a v alve of each
set, so that by turning it the two valves may be liberated
and capable of removal.
REAMING AND TAPPTNG GAS FITTINGS-Renry A.
Chapin. of Springfield. Mass.: I claim the rotating tool
holder. as constructed and operated in combination with
the revolving chuck or clamp for holdine the fitting. the
whole being arranged sub3ta.ntially as Bet forth. for the
purpose described.
FRAM(NG AND STRAINING WOOD SAws-E. S. Clapp.
a e
I
he f
�.�ir� t\� i::b3��s, il�����!�t��l�n; ! hi��:' :��d
llaving the rack, G. attached to the bow. E. the rack
pas.sing through a slot in the bow. D. the saw being con
nected to the bows, D B, I!ub!ltantially as shown and de
IIcribed tor the purpose specified.
ROTARY Pu!'t1:ps-Charles N. Claw, of Port Byron. N.
Y.; I am aware that corrugated or co,q-ged pistons have
been used. and I wLh it dbtinctly understood that I do
not claim such cams or pistons.
.But I claim the camj or pistons having �mooth peri'
F!�i�h�Oa\eu����t'b�hget:re!:h�eel�i��e{�:ssi:m�o��!r:� �
said cams. the pitch line of which gear:J correspond in
shape with the peripheries of the cams.
METALLIC PEN-Alphonzo Craytey. of Brooklyn. N.
o p ot
s
��
:fn ���bbt��i���ifh �h� � e tali1�'p�'n���t�l!.:A �rt;��
Bet torth.
CONCENTRA.TING ApPARATUS YOR SULPHURIC ACID
_�7illiaDl i\ Clough. of Newark. N. J.: I claim the
construction of a furnace �o that the sulphuric acid will
not a.ffect or injure the lead or mineral tank or pan dur.
ing the process of c�ncentration. by means of a hot sur·
face being placed above the liquor. subiltantially as de
scribed.
CUTTING .AND CORING ApPLES-Cook Darling, of
Utica. N. Y.: I claim the machine substantially as den
i
s
o
�h� t�1:�� :��i�� : i��r�ll����lf�� a ��r�i:at��ii;� �
their descent, so a:i to separate the core by a cut wider in
the center 1han at the end:;;. as described. the whole be
in:; arranged sub3tantially in the manner and for the
purposes set forth.
BASE PIECE-Peter S. Ebbert, of Chicago. Ill.: I
claim the construction of saddles or base pieces for the
stack!! or chimneys oflocomotives in which the feed wa
ter Jor the boilers b heated. the trough or receiver for
��!C�i�s1:�)i;:a1�: c��vce��:nite�v�;�: dt�s��i�!!f.s, and
HOOK FOR LABELs-Samuel B. Fay. of New York
City: I claim the construction of tags labels, substan
tiany described. by affixing thereto a hook so formed
as to rC:ldily hook into the goods to be marked. and by the
IIpring ofits shank retain its position without being liable
to become readily detached. as specified.
OPERATING VALVES OF STEAM PUMPs-Robert H.
Fletcher, ot'Brooklyn. N. Y.: I claim enclosing the pis
ton head within an inner cylinder which fits within the
outside cylinder of the pump, said inner cylinder being
somewhat shorter than the space between the outside
cylinder heads. and so constructed as to alternately open
and close the ports through which the water passes in
and out of said pump, and operated by the piston.substan
tially in the manner described.
MAKI:VG BOXES OF PAPER PULP-Arasmus French &
Charles Prost, of Waterbury, Conn.: We do not claim
the making of boxes and other articles from pulp. with a
perforated mold and by means of a vacuum,
·We claim. firstly, the ruethod of disengaging the article
when formed from the moM. by forcing air upon it as de
scribed. by bringing down the piston, or other equivalent
means.
�econdly. We claim the use of the movable block. F.
and the movable shell, with a cavity in it as represented
r
g b
i
�h/b ;��s g:��i�l� �:d����a ��! ��d�g �:c!:i::alh��
reserve
their
shape.
when
they
are
blown
from the
�
: f.
Tb irdly. We claim the cirt'.ular groove. a a. in the rim.
x x, (�ee figs. 2 and 3) and such a cOf13truction of the mold
to which the plate is attached. as would be equivalent to
it-the object of this groove being to receive the water
which enters the cylinder through the perforated. pulp.
when the moM is deposited thereon. so that it may be
t
e
h
�i�:d ��r�in�� ��a :g�:m�iafe :.����:t� ili� ��:!fu :;
a the air upon it. be forced through the sides of the arti
cle formed when they are blown from the mold. We
claim no other parts of the machine as our invention.
ADJUSTING CARRIAGE SPRINGS-H. G. Hubbard. of
Penn Yan. N. Y. I claim, the double fulcrum iron with
a changeable angle, constructed and arran:ed in the
manner and for the purposes set forth.
as

a.'i

Or

n:'l

I

j

a:s

.•
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the upper end of the chamber; and a pipe. E. and cock.
I,,, at its lower end-substantially as described, for the
P�l'�l;� �l:i%���acing the filtering material or medium.
G. upon the bars. b, a.rranged as shown lor the purpose
specified.
GUARD FINGER FOR IIARVESTERs-\Valter A. Wood.
of Hoosick Falls. F. Y.: I claim. the particular form and
construction of the finger or guard. as represented. "iz"
e
o
t o
:j��s, ��a� ::d�e�kP'c�behi���h :;�h� :!��� !i��i��
the cutting is facilitated. in the manner set forth.
MACCARONI SERVER-Albert L. Lincoln. (assignor to
himself & Chas. M.li'oss.) of Boston, Mass.: I claim. as a
new and patent article of manufacture. the described
.. maccaroni server." as made with its teeth or prongs. ar
ranged with respect to its blade, substantially as specified.
DRY LIME GAS PURIYYER.-Chas. F. Werner, of New
York City, and Chas. Deutschmann, of Buftalo. N. Y.: I
claim, thQ arrangement of the lime purifyer in the same
vessel, or cooler, B. with the cooling pipe. when the s:aid
cooling pipe is arranged in form, below the purifyer; in
the manner substantially described.
HULLHfG AND SCOURING GRAIN. SEED. &c.-Oliver
P. SteTens. of Cleveland, Ohio: I claim. first. the perfo
rated fans, f. g. in combination with teeth set in the fa.n
case. c. as described for the purposes set forth.
Second. I claim the arrangement of the upper section
of the fan case. c. in its relation to the chimLey. o. in
combination with the fans. f. g, and guides, i. i'. in the
manner descril;ed for the purposes speci(ied.
Third. I claim tbe adjustable guides or deB.ecto!s. i. i',
combined as described and operating in the manner and
fo
r
},���rh; f�l:i�Stl:��i�'passages or chambers. B. B'. arranged in each end and on the top of the fan case, in
connection with the vertical trunk. H'. as described and
for the purpose specified.
Fifth. I claim the valve, f. operated in the maTiner de
scribed and in combination with the chimney. o. for the
purpose specified.
MAGAZINE HAMMER FOR FIRE ARM�-James N.
Ward, of the U. S. Army: I claim. the feed wheel. A,
th
t
��l d t��B�ciY�h:��e�: �����\i: ��m�!� h��� ���iJ
wheels being so situated relathe to the pawl. that the
outer face of the feed-wheel shall be within the inner
pl n t
ei S o
vt
e r
i :I�! �l�rr:���: � l��fn a�fo� �l�rh� �;r: �\i�� ���
hammer. substantially as specified. for severing the pro
truding portion of the primer and closing the primer
passages.
MOWING AND REAPING YAel-lINEs-Anson S. IIatha
way. (assignor to himself and Frederick Ruggles.) of
Cdumbia. Me.: I claim the scythes. P P. when ar
ranged in relation to each other. and operated by mech
anism constructed and arranged as described. in combi
nation with the peculiarly constructed and independent
act!ng guards. QQ. operating substantially in the manner
and lor the purpose set forth.
COMBING WOOL-William H. 'Yalton, (assignor to
himself and J. E. Winants.) of Brooklyn. N. Y.: I claim.
ve
s
�Cr:i\;!��f�� c ����;'i��n::� :��lf��� �:���1��rle�� p��t
the cylinders and on to the endless chain comb, as sot
forth.
I further claim. in combination with the above named
reversing comb, the brush in rear thereof. for the pur
pose specified.
I also claim the clearing bar for clearing the fibers of"
wool from the cylinder. i. before the comb reverses. when
combined with the reversinG" comb.
IlE4ISSUES.
SPIRIT LEvELs-SylvesterJ. Sherman, of New York
City. Patent dated July 19. 1853: I claim the spring
catch. or known equivalent thereof. in this combination,
to hold the level in place upon the liquare or ruler. in
combination with the bearers. the latter being so formed
t
t
h
�:i:J':ia l ii�:��:b�b�� :ifleb� ie: �h: :idd� �FOth:
glass, and thus a horizontal or a vertical line may be ase
r
rr
re, when said level
is !��;�h�l l!�bs�a��l:ll; !s �; fu;ih�
ADDITIONAL IMl'ROVEMENT.
PROTZCTING BUI.WARX J'OIl WAR AESsELs-Wm.
Ballard. of New York City: I claim the panels, E. and
stancheons, D. arranged in relation to the promenade
k
ec
t t in the
e
! od� �i:O��t��ti�� ::I io� tli:��;p���: :� f:!h.
DESIGNS.
CLOCK CASE FRONTS-Nicholas MuHer. of New York
City.
CLOCK CASE FRONTS-Nicholas Muller, ofNew York
City.
as

.....-.------
-------4
Mine

of AluOl.

The following is taken from the San Jo�e
(Cal.) Tribune. With good coal and an abun 
dant supply, California would soon go ahead
of many of the older states in other mineral
products than gold :-" Within six miles of this place a valuable

deposit of alum, one

of unsurpassed rich 
ness has been found, and carefully examined
by numbers of the steady citizens of our burg.
The lead containing the are is on the Peniten

cia Creek, about one mile above where it
leaves the foothills of the mountains and en
ters the valley. The mine, if opened, could
be easily reached by a good wagon road.

In company with two observant gentlemen,

and also a geological friend, we have visited
this place, and brought away a large number
and variety of specimen ores.

These sam

ples were broken off from the outside of the
vein, which, though not well defined, is from
six to twelve feet in thickness, and appears as
an outcrop near the base of a hill or perpen

dicular wall of rock, sOl'le fifty faet in hight,

which juts into the bed of the creek.

Upon

the outside of the vein, where exposed to air,
the alum appears as an incrustation, as pure
and white as that which is obtained at the
shops.

The

are

(aluminous

which this efflorescence

schist)

Ii·om

is derived, may be

obtained by the tun and ship load, and is
easily broken away with a common pick.-
Where the rock is easily disintegrated, as in
the present case, the usual process adopted by
the manufacturer

is to expose it in large

heaps to the open air, occasionally sprinkling
them with water."

o4''''

..

Destructive fresh ets in France have rendered

40,000 inhabitants houseless.

£'titnfific �nttritan.
The Proposed Change in the Parent LaWs.

One of the most faithful opponents of Sen
ator James' iniquitous Patent Bill scheme, is
the New York Herald. Since the first day
that that wicked scheme was made public, the
Herald has been active to expose its iniquities.
We have already copied from its columus a
number of valuable articles upon the subj ect.
The annexed review, from the same source,
is a scorcher. It ex!J.ibits, in their true light,
the practical evils that would be likely to en
sue, should the Bill in question become a law.
The Herald is entitled to the thanks of all in
ventors for the noble stand it has taken in
their behalf.
(From the New York Re raId.]

The

New

Law

of Patents.

One of the fruits of civilization is the pro
tection given by law to that species ofproper
ty known as invention.. To encourage inge
nuity and mental exertion when they are as
well employed for the publi� good as for pri
vate benefit, the most civilized nations have
adopted the plan of issuing for all such in
ventions, letters under the great seal, which,
for a certain number of years, give their au
thor the exclusive benefit of his skill and his
labors. The English law, which is the exem
plar of our own on this subject, requires that
the machine, the operation, or the substance
sought to be patented, must be new to the
public, and something that may be reduced to
the form of a vendible article. A mere philo
sophical idea cannot be patented. The prac
tice under the law is very precise and formal,
the delay in procuring a patent very great,
and the expense of obtaiuing it very large. It
is about six hundred dollars under any cir
cumstances.
Our own system originated in the Constitu
tion itself, that venerable instrument which
seemed wisely to foresee all the important in
terests which reqUIred compromise or protec
tion.
Under various acts of C ongress, beginning
with that of 1790, our system has been ma
tured until it has approached perfection. We
have a Commissioner of Patents and also a
Model Office which has no rival in the world.
The mode of application is simple, the expen
ses are light, aud inventors have been able to
secure their legal rights with but little delay.
In England, the expense attending an ap
plication for a patent is so great as effectually
to check the spirit of invention, and the poor
inventor retires from a contest where his abil
ity is greater than the length of his purse. In
the United States a contrary principle pre
vails, and the cheapness of the proceedings
places every inventor within the reach of a
patent. Thirty dollars is the fee for obtain
ing it. So large is the number of applicants
that a great competition exists among them,
and while this is the chief and perhaps the
only difficulty we encounter under our laws,
it is higbly beneficial to the public.
The chief questions which have adsen have
been those of infringement ; but our United
States Circuit Courts have ample j urisdiction
to determine the right. The whole law is
admirably l aid down in the second volume of
" Kent's C ommentaries," and thus far the sys
tem has worked well.
But there is a class of persons who are nev
er content with any established rule, and an
attempt is now making in Congress to change
its spirit and its form, its character, and its
operations. Neither inventors nor the public
have demanded any change in the existing
laws, but the speculators in the brains of oth
ers have been busy enough.
The new bill is complex and crude. It is a
dangerous enlargement of the powers of the
C ommissioner of Patents. For example, it
gives the right, either to himself, or any one
he may appoint, to issue subprenas to compel
the attendance of witnesses, to issue attach
ments, and to punish for contempts-this lat
ter being one of the most dangerous and
abused powers now known in this country,
and which is already filling our prisons with
its victims. This is a power which is bad
enough, even when exercised by the most
learned Judges ; and it would be still worse,
if every Deputy Commissioner-and the act
contemplates an indefinite number of such
persons-shall have this power. Imprison
ment would be an every-day occurrence, and

its duration, not defined b y the act, would b e
limited only b y the pleasure o f the official ex
ercising the authority.
The bill, in another section, contemplates
the retaining in the Patent Office of the money
paid in for a patent, if the application for it
shall fail-thus swelling the funds of the de
partment by the losses of the inventors, and,
in fact, punishing the applicants for having
made even an honest application. Under the
present law, twenty dollars of the patent fees
are, in such cases, returned. Only enough is
retained to meet the expenses actually incur
red in the examination.
Section fourth permits any person to obtain
a patent if he will swear that his invention
has not been discovered by any other person
in this country, or published or printed in any
publication, before the date of his application.
Thus, if any ope should hear secretly of a for
eign invention, and chooses to take the oath
required, he would exclude the real inventor
abroad, and this latter would Bot be able to
protect himself unless he made application to
our Patent Office within two ,years from the
date of his invention, or the date of the act
itself. This would encourage a wholesale sys
tem of piracy, discourage honest American
inventors, and lead to endless frauds and per
juries.
The sixth section limits the duration of a
patent from its present term of fourteen years
to five years, except in some prescribed cases ;
and if an extension to fifteen years is required,
one hundred dollars more must be paid at the
Patent Office. And this rule is to apply to all
the patents now in force after five years from
their respective dates .
Under the present economical law a patent
may be renewed for seven years longer-mak
ing the whole term twenty-one years-for the
sum of forty dollars. The new law, for a sim
ilar privilege, demands one hundred.
This is holding out large encouragement to
inventors in humble circumstances ! Highly
paternal all this-highly democratic for the
American government to tax poor inventors in
this manner !
Under the sixth section, the assignee of a
first patent has tHe right to the renewal, so
that the inventor who may have been obliged
to part with his invention for a mere song,
will not be able to reimburse himself by an
extension. Under the present law he may do
so. During the last fourteen years about elev
en thousand patents have been issued, and at
least six thousand of them have been sold to
capitalists .
The poverty ofinventors is proverbial. They
are unable, from the absorbing character of
their pursuits to compete in the common busi 
ness of life with men of less ability. They
generally spend all their means in accom
plishing their purposes, and they gener
ally find themselves, at the very moment of
success, compelled to part with tbeir inven
tions to keep themselves from actual want.
Under the present law, the inventors have the
benefit of the renewal of their patents. If
they live long enough, they may finally obtain
their reward. Under the new law, this privi
lege is taken away.
But the bill is full of the most objectionable
matter.
By the ninth section, the Commissioner of
the Patent Office is authorized to appoint as
many agents as he may deem expedient, thus
furnishing him with a horde of followers
whose services may be particularly useful
about the time of an election ; and to insure
their obedience, the tenth section permits them
to be removed at the Commissioner's pleasure,
for what in his judgment may be gross mis
conduct or willful violation of the rules of the
office.
The eleventh section abolishes the right of
appeal to the Circuit Court, and provides for
a new office-that of Examiner-in-Chief
who in the absence of the Commissioner per
forms his duty, entertains appeals from the
ordinary examiners, and pockets three thous
and dollars a-year for his trouble. When the
Commissioner is at his post, as he mnst be
nearly all the time, there will be but· little to
do for the money. Some compliant follower,
some political tool, will probably find this a
c onvenient berth.
The twelfth section contains a fee bill,

drawn up so to increase the expenses ofappli
cants, in many instances seven hundred per
cent., for what now costs only $30, will, under
the new law, cost $21 0.
But worse than this, there is another charge
to be added-a fee of $100 for a confirmation
of the patent. What chance will a poor man
have at the Patent Office when the new law
takes effect 1
But further ; the authority now vested in
the Circuit Courts of the United States, is, by
this act, placed in the hands of the C ommis
sioner of Patents. He is to be the sole judge
of the validity or invalidity of patents, and of
the legal rights of contending parties.
But we have not time to dissect this bill as
we wish. It iS jIO 'worded that it gives frau
dulent patents, after a short lapse of years,
the same validity as the good. It makes it
practicable for the Commissioner to disburse
for printing annually, nearly a million of dol
lars-it increases his salary, and finally con
cludes with a number of sections drawn up so
bunglingly as to defy analysisFull of windows that exclud� the light,

And passages that lead to nothing.

The whole bill may be characterised as an
attempt to increase the revenues, the expenses,
the power, and the inBuence of the Patent Of
fice, and to convert it practically into another
engine of corruption. It complicates the
whole system of obtaining patents, so much so
as to make it necessary to employ an army of
lawyers at the very outset of the application,
and to keep them on band all the way through.
The meshes, loopholes, and private corners of
the bill are enough to ruin any honest and un
suspecting applicant. The expenses of obtain
ing patents are enormously increased, frauds
upon foreign inventors are encouraged and
winked at, and the sons of genius who may
have expected to be remunerated by a renewal
of their patents, are to be sacrificed to their
assignees, who, under the new law, are to take
all, and are to enjoy property that they did
not purchase.
Nothing can be more unnecessary or unjust
than this bill. In pretending to obviate ex
isting evils, it increases them ten-fold, and
there is great danger that the log-rolling in
terest at Washington is too strong and the
honesty of C ongress too weak to stay its pas
sage. It is bighly necessary that the press
should speak out on this occasion. Indeed,
wh:;tt mischief and oppression would not be
practiced upon the people, at this very mo
ment, under the forms of law, if it were not
for the fearlessness and watchfulness of the
independent press 1

.. . .. .

[For the S c ientific American.]

Kiln Drying by Dry Steam.

C NT IO

I noticed an article in one of the late num
ber of the S IE IF AMERICAN, on the pre
servation of timber by kiln drying, &c., which
contains much that is valuable.
The properly seasoning of timber is an im
portant matter-important, in particular, for
the West, and in fact important everywhere.
Too much improperly seasoned timber is used
in the building of houses, machinery, imple
ments, &c. ,
In all of the new and thriving places in the
West, and indeed elsewhere, it is very difficult
to keep a stock of properly seasoned lumbor
on hand for such purposes ; and the reasons
are obvious. In the first place, the lumber is
needed for use about as fast as it can be pre
pared by the mills, without laying by a stock
to season.
Again, it requires a large amount of capital
to be invested, and where money is often worth
two per cent. per month, it is expensive to dry
lumber in this way, since it will take at least
two years to properly dry two and three inch
plank.
Now suppose such lumber costs, in its green
state, $25 per M (and it often costs more) and
the money is hired to pay for it at the above
rate ; the interest alone will amount to 12 per
M, while drying, while the damage that will
accrue to the lumber, by checking, Warping,
and otherwise, from its exposure to the atmos
phere, will amount to a..nother large per cent.
n the first cost. Besides, it is very difficult, if
not illjpossible to make thick lumber perfect
in the open air-even in a very long time.
In the article referred to in the SOIENTIFIC
AMERICAN, mention is made of various ways
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of preserving timber, and a. preference seem s
to be given to dry steam, as the most reliable
a.gent for kiln drying. As I have had som e
experience in the use of dry steam for this
purpose, it may be interesting to your readers
to learn something of the facts in the case.
I commenced my investigations in the use
of steam for kiln drying, for the purpose of
drying corn and corn meal for shipment-corn
being a great staple of the West, and could
not be shipped even to the Eastern market,
with safety without kiln drying.
The hot air kilns which had been used for
this purpose, were not only expensive, but they
scorched and spoiled nearly every bushel of
grain that was dried by their agency, while no
flour or meal could be dried with them at all.
The use of steam was substituted for hot airto prevent scorching while drying. But on
trial I found it very difficult to keep up a suf
I
ficient heat with the use of the steam . If the
steam started from the generator at a heat of
212°, before it had reached its destination, and
accomplished the obj ect of its mission, it had
lost a fJW degrees of its heat, and had become
I !
condensed, and must be returned to the boiler I !
I
to be re-heated, or otherwise pass out of the
steam box, with an entire loss of all of its remaining heat.
This I found would not pay, and I pas�ed
the escape heat from the arch, back and forth
through the steam chamber, for the purpose, as
I then intended, of keeping the heat of the
steam up to 2120, not supposing, for a moment
that I could superheat the steam without pres- I
sure, as that was against all of the standard
I
authors on chemistry. But to my great BUrprise I found I was actually surcharging the . I
steam with no pressure greater th an that of
the atmosphere, and heating it even to the
point of ignition when I desired it. It thus
accomplished all of my wishes as an agent for
kiln drying grain, flour, and meal, producing
as great a heat as I wanted, and was at the
same time free from scorching or coloring the
grain, flour, and meal,-not leaving so much
as the smell of fire about
By this means, also, I was enabled to great
ly reduce the expeme of the kilns from the old
hot air mode of constructing them. One kiln
which I built for $130, would dry 20 bushels
of corn meal per hour, in place of 10 to 1 5
bushels o f grain p e r hour i n a hot- air dry kiln
which was used here during the Irish famine,
!
which cost $2,500. A larger size, which cost
$300 to build, on my plan, dried 60 bushels of
corn meal per hour, or as fast as four pairs of
burrs could grind it, at the rate of 15 bushels
each per hour. It was judged capable of drying for six pairs of burrs at that rate, though
no more than four were in use in the mill.
The meal thus dried at an expense not exceeding 2 to 4 cents per barrel, has been used two
years and a half after it was dried, and found
to be as perfectly sweet as when placed in the
barrel by the machinery of the mill, as fast as
it was dried.
Having succeeded so well with my new agent
in drying grain, flour, and meal, and being en
gaged in the lumber business in connection
with trade, and also finding a great want of
seasoned timber, I applied the same agent
to this pllrpose with the most happy results,
which will be given next week.
H. G. BULXLlIlY.
Kalamazoo, Mich.
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Test for Mercury.

If a strong s olution of the iodide of potas
sium be added to a small portion of any mer
curial salt, placed upon a clean bright plate
of copper, the mercury is immediately reduced,
and forms a silvery stain upon the copper.
This re-action is decisive. By this method
corrosive BUblimate may be detected in a so
lution which is not acted on by caustic pot
assa or iodide of potassium . In a mixture of
1 grain of calomel with 200 grains of sugar,
one grain produces a distinct metallic stain,
which, of course, contains 1-200th of a grain
of calomel. 1-400th of red oxyd of mercury
may be detected in the same manner. Al
though this test acts on minute quantities they
must be in a concentrated state.

.. - ..

The Members of the Academy of Natural
Sciences, in Philadelphia, have contributed
$250 towards a monument to Alexander
Wilson .

,

�titntifit �meritan.

Jtte1u �nhenthrns.

person taking it in one hand b y the handle,
walking over the field, and at certain distances
plunger,

which,

before

touching

Fenwick and Boeklen's machine for planting
and covering corn by band, on which two pat
ents have been secured, bearing dates respec
tively Aug. 7 tb , 1 855, and May 6th, 1856.
i s a central section, showing the

planter in the condition it is before touching
Fig. 2 is a section at right an

The great ship of Ptolemy Philopater, of
Egypt, was 6,500 tuns.

the thrown inwards towards the plunger tube, and

ground, is in the condition shown in fig, 1,

New Corn Planter.

the ground.

tained respecting Noah's Ark, its tunnage is
calculated to have been about 12,000 tUDS .

dropping the lower end upon the ground.- thrown outwards, and the lower parts to be

The

The accompanying engraving represents

Fig. 1

portions of the proj ections, n n , o f the plunger

tube, and causes the saiil parts, 1 1, to be

enters the ground to a sufficient depth to make themselves and the plunger tube, and it event
the hole before it is arrested by the increas - ually brings the spring catch over the notch,
ing resistance of the ground, the covering 0 , in the plunger tube, and locks the latter to

plates, E E, remaining, in the meantime, spread the seed box or tube.
open.

After the arrest of the plunger the con-

enclose a space inside of 2,993,593 cubic feet.
Who says the world i s growing old ?

plates into contact with the inclined upper

aided by spring,

j,

We subj oin a list of State Agricultural Ex
hibitions for the present year :-

and thus an opening is

tion they assume when the seed plunger is
forced into the ground.

Fig. 3 is a similar

section to fig. 1, showing the parts in the con
dition they assume as the seed tube is being
lifted up to draw the seed plunger from the
The nature of this invention consists, first,
seed slide, whereby the discharge of the seed
can be effected shnply through the depression
of the seed tube and resistance of the soil
against the seed slide as the tube descends,
and thus the necessity of employing loose con
nections for operating the seed slide avoided.
It consists, second, in the hinged plates on the
earth

is

always

taken

up,

Sept. 9-12

New Jersey,

Newark,

Sept. 1 0-1 2

Canada East,

Three Rivers, Sept. 1 6-18

Virginia,

Wheeling IsPd, Sept. 17-19

Ohio,

Cleveland,

Sept. 23-2 6

Canada. West,

Kingston,

Sept. 23-26

Alton,

Sept

no

m atter what may be the nature of the soil, and
dropped on the corn in a manner to cover it

S ept. 30, Oct. 3

Michigan,

Detroit,

New York,

Watertown, Sept. 30, Oct. 3

Pennsylvania,

Pittsburg,

California,

San Jose,

Oct.

7-10

Connecticut,

New Haven,

Oct.

7-1 0

Sept. 30, Oct. 3

United States,

Philadelphia,

Oct.

7-10

Wisconsin,

Milwaukie,

Oct.

8-1 0

Iowa,

Muscatine,

Oct.

8-1 0

Oct.

8-10

North Carolina,

Raleigh,

Oct. 14-17

Georgia,

Atlanta,

Oct. 20-23

Indiana,

Indianapolis,

Oct. 20-23

Alabama,

Montgomery,

Nov. 1 1-14

South Carolina,

Columbia,

Nov. 1 1-14

Oct. 28-3 1

Maine,

perfectly, as fast as it is discharged from the
seed tube.

A is the seed box, consisting of a long tube

24--

Sept. 30, Oct. 3

New Hampshire,

lower end of the seed tube, whereby a quan 
of

Burlington,

Illinois,

in tbe conical valve on the lower end of the

tity

Vermont,

Am. Pom. Society,Rochester,

ground.

Date .

Where held.

Name.

IMPROVED CORN PLANTER.

gles to fig. 1 , showing the parts in the condi

Fairs.-Programme for 1 8 M ;.

Agricultural

tinued descent of the seed box, A, brings the now lifts the implement, but the plunger valve
and slide are kept down by their own weight,

-. . •

'4

The operatoT

inwardly inclined upper parts of the covering

(No. 45,) is calculated to be no less than

CAN

20,000 tuns burden, and her iron planking will

The condition now de

scribed is represented in fig. 2.

The Great Ea8tem,

recently illustrated in the SCIENTIFIC AMERI

thus to grasp a quantity of earth between

We are pleased to observe that the interest

of metal, four-sided or of other suitable form.

in these S tate Exhibitions, and in others of a

This box is to be carried in the hand, and is

local or special nature, but having the same

I obj ect in view, does not flag.

fitted with a central slide, B , extending across
it, the part of the box above the said slide is

The number of

exhibitions, and the amount and quality of the

filled with corn, being separated from the low

articles exhibited, promises to b e superior, this

opposite sides of tbe slide.

is a striking proof of their good effects.

er p art by fixed partition pieces, a and b, on

year, to that of any preceding period.

Above the slide

there is a stop piece, c, to check the upward

The State and other 50cieties engaged in

movement of slide B ; to tbis stop piece, C, is

getting up these exhibitions, generally present

I premiums, consisting of

attached the stationary cut-off, d, furnished
with a brush, e, to cut off from the upper part

I

of the box or tube, A, the quantity of corn

which i s received within the hole,
slide.

f,

of the

To the partition piece, b, is attached a

rigid curtain, g, in which is a hole, h. to al

low the corn to escape from the hole,

t,

of the

down the slide over the hole, h, and thus close

To the bot 

valve, C, which combines with a plunger tube,
D, to form a plunger, by which the hole is
made in the ground for the seed.

The upper

part of plunger tube, D, is made longer than
the lower part, to fit easily to the interior of
seed box, A, so as to be capable of sliding
freely up and down therein ;

and the lower

part is of the same size as the plunger valve,
C , which is beveled to fit to a beveled seat in
the bottom of the plunger tube.
Between the extreme lower part of seed box,

A, and plunger tube, D, on each side, a plate
or covering plate, E, is attached by a knuckle,

i, in such a manner as to be capable of a

swinging movement, to and from the plunger
tube.

plunger, have their lower edges sharp and ex

fore awarded the first prize, is of much more
importance to the recipient than the small sum

passed from the hole,

I,

through the hole, h,

and into the plunger tube during the descent

of the seed box or tube to escape into the
ground.

on pin k, and covers the corn which has been
deposited'

This machine seems to be a step in advance

During the lifting of the seed box of many of the Hand Planters in use.

are inclined inwards towards the plunger tube,

and the exterior of the plunger tube has two
inclined proj ections, n n, on each side of its

exterior, for the purpose of acting upon the

covering plates in a manner that will be here 

of money composing the prize.
Of the utility of giving prizes, of comse
there can be no question, but we are not cer

It can tain that money premiums are always the best.
The obj ect of exhibitions is to disseminate

with the plunger tube locked to it, the earth, b e made by a common workman, is quite

q q, which is within the covering plates, is cheap, compact, and durable, and so con practical knowledge among the people.

This

lifted by them until a shoulder, r, of the slide structed that it must plant regularly and sure

obj ect should also be kept in view in the com

spring catch, p, as shown in fig. 3, so as to earth, and, when raised out of the soil, lift and

award of valuable books and publications,

liberate the plunger tube, which falls by its

drop the same upon the seed, so as to cover

own weight, and its proj e ctions, n n, in pass-

it perfectly.

lieu of money, is a good idea.

releases the earth, q q, which falls back into

wick &; Reinhold Boeklen, New York C ity.

comes in contact with, and forces

out the ly as it enters the soil, clamp a quantity of position of premiums .

For further information about the purchase
ing the centers of motion, i i, of the covering
plates throw out the lower parts thereof, and of State and County rights, address R.W. Fen

Gold Extracting Machinery.

The C alifornia Mining Journal (Grass Val

it is left by the stamps.

This must be accom

plished by a subsequent and an entirely dif

varied success.

page 321, and says :

Heavy rollers, Chilian mills ,

each in turn been adopted and discarded.

The upper parts, l l, of the cov

The official certificate of a

valve begins to be lifted by the stop, b, acting

of the plunger tube for the corn, which has

ICAN in again calling upon those interested in
s eed tube, but not s o far below as the plunger this important subject, to still further think,
valve does when the latter is kept down by experiment, and to place the results of their
ering plates above the center of motion, i i,

the opinion of the Society, COD

formed between the plunger valve and bottom : the hole in the ground just as the plunger

with various modified forms of construction,

the spring, j.

It is

certain plow excelled, in good qualities, all

" We would unite with thll SCIENTIFIC AMER

tend 'some distance below the bottom of the

purpose of winning the paltry premiums of

others shown at the exhibition, and was there

The covering plates, E E, which are ley) of June 1 st, quotes our remarks respect ferent mode of reduction. To accomplish this
for the purpose of taking up a quantity ot ing various methods of extracting gold, on end many experiments have been tried, with
earth from the sides of the hole formed by the

But is well known that exhibitors do

State Agricultural Society, to the effect that a

said hole, while the machine is not operating,

tom of slide B is attached rigidly a plunger

tion.

not compete, on such occasions , for the mere

of value to them.

seed box, A, in such a manner as to force

tact with the partition piece, b.

j udges, present the finest specimens for inspec

cerning the merits of their articles. which is

A spring, j, is applied between slide, B, and

limited by a stop pin, k , which comes in con

small sums of money,

to those exhibitors who, in the opinion of the

fered.

slide, B, into the lower part of the box, A.

the downward m.ovement of the slide being

This

experience before the mining public, to the
end that each may profit, if he may, by the

the ball process, " with little balls chasing big

There seems at the presE'nt time to be a
pretty general inclination on all sides to set
tle down upon the old-fashioned stamping
mill, as decidedly the most economical and

devoted to the spread of useful information, in
I t has been

tried to a considerable extent and gives satis
faction.

We hope to see it adopted experi

mentally, if not permanently by all our Me
chanical and Agricultural Societies.
..

. .... ..

Flavoring

Matters.

One of the most remarkable and interesting
achievements of modern chemistry has been
the preparation of certain liquids possessing
the flavors of various fruits .

So close indeed

is the resemblance that we are almost war 

ones," and different grinding processes, have ranted in supposing the flavor of the fruits to
be actually caused by the presence of a trace
There seems, at the present time, to be a very
general inclination to get back to the first
method of reduction, with araetras.

experience of others.

We believe that the

Many

companies now use them altogether, and a
very great number who are using stamps are

of the above liquids.

Several of these articles

are employed in confectionery, and lire manu
factured on a tolerably large s cale.

The ace

tate of amylic oxyd, when dissolved in six
times its bulk of alcohol, emits a most power

adding arastras, for the purpose of still further ful and agreeable odor of pears, and is used
The valerate of
reducing the ores. We have not at our pres in flavoring pear drops.

amyle, dissolved in alcohol, gives the scent
efficient mode of reducing the quartz, at least ent command �ny definite results from aras
On one side of the interior of seed box, A, to � moderate degree of finenees. Experience, tras as used after stamps, but should be pleased a.nd flavor of �pples. Butyric-ether commu
is attached a spring catch, p, for the purpose, however, has fully satisfied the maj ority of to hear from any who have made experiments nicates the :!Iavor of the pineapple, and is used
in the preparation of various beverages.
at a certain stage of the operation , of catch miners that, in order to effect anything like a with this mode of secondary reduction."
Various other compounds of the so-called
ing in a notch, 0, in one side of the plunger thorough separation of the gold from its ma
.. . � ..
fatty acids, with the oxyd of amyle and ethyle,
tube, D, to connect the latter with the former. trix, the ore must necessarily be reduced to a
Great Old and New Shill••
The operation of the planter is effected by a much greater degree of fineness than in which
From all the information that ca.n be ob- possess very pleasing odors.
after described.
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Scientific Explora tio n••.

The territory belonging to the United States

is of such vast extent, that much of it is un
known ground.

Something, however, is do

A great ch ance for Inventors.

The annual production of Indian Corn is

I

Recent American Patent..

Balanced

600 000,000 bushels, nearly all of which is inson,

of

for the purpose of securely fas tening the tire

Water Gate.-By Daniel Rob- on the wheel without the aid of bolts or hold

Lenex:ville,

Pennsylvauia -This

Another purpose is to prevent the
fasts.
at liability of the tire to loosen from shrinkage
by hand. The ewense of husking is estimated each side of the penstock, and having the o f the wood. The edges of the tire are made
at 5 cents a bushel, or $3,000,000 a year ! No gates connected by cross-bars j so that the quite thin, so that by use they bend around
less than 129 different patents have been pressure of the water on one gate will be neu- and confor 'll to the edges of the fellies, thus
shelled by machinery; but the husking is done

invention

consist!

in provIding

a gate

granted for Shellers ; but for Huskers, only tralized by the pressure on the other, and both

always keeping the latter in place.

which have long since expired.

C. Hicks, o f Rockaway, L. I .-C onsists in a
peculiar meaus of operating the rake, whereby

Jour patents have ever been issued-two of be allowed to move with little or no friction.

Not one of The penstock is provided with a tube and
them is sufficiently practicable, we believe, to valve, so arranged as to prevent the 'penstock
meet the wants of the community.

Improvement in Grain

Harvesters-By John

from being ruptured by the sudden pressure of it is drawn over the platform of the reaper,
are very much needed on the water on entering it.
turned around and thrown outward therefrom ,
throughout the land. Here is a
Improvement in Gas Purifying .!lpparatus.- then turned to the outer end of the platform
dernesses, and river courses ; developing new every farm
splendid opportunity for inventors, and we hope Werner & Deutchmann,
wonders in the mighty West, and adding great
New York City.-This to be again drawn inward or over the plat
The invention consists in
not be slow to improve it.
the arrangement of lime form. A motion is thus communicated to the
ly to our stock of useful information. Of this they will
Husking MachiDe will purifyers within a cooling
we have abundant evidence in the recently patent for a first-rate
vessel containing rake.which is similar to that given by hand,
water and conveying the gas to the purifyers, and the grain is swept from the machine and
published Report of C apt. A. A. Humphreys, be worth a large fortune.
'lit .. ..
by a peculiar arrangement of a pipe in the deposited in regular piles upon the ground.
of the Topographical Engineers, upon tbe pro
Value of Patent••
ing every year in exploring the extensive

plains, the

lofty mountain ranges, the wil

gress of the Pacific Explorations and surveys,

to ascertain the most practical and economi
cal route for a railroad from the Mi5sissippi
to the Pacific Ocean.

The best route was

found to be on the 32d parallel, which traverses
the great C olorado desert for

Corn Huskers

Feeding Grain to Millstoncs .-B y M. &; C .
Mr. B. O'Reilly, of this city, has sold a bottom of the cooler, belo w the purifyers, the
patent recently obtained, for an inflammable latter pipe serving for the condensation o f the Painter, o f Owing's Mills, Md.-C onsists in
composition, to serve as a kindling for light tar. It is well adapted for small gas works, feeding grain to millstones by means of tubes

ing fires, for the sum of nine thousand dollars.
Mr.

J.

W. Parker, of N. Y., informs us that

132 miles. Tbe he has made sales of his pateut for Banding
officers of the survey made the discovery that Pulleys, to the amount of one hundred and thir
this desert was the delta of the river, and was ty thousand dollars.

lower than that stream, whic:1 could be turned
into it for irrigation, and thus convert

IIIr . S. G. Tufts, of lIianville, Ohio, has sold

4,500 a small portion of his Patent for Improved
square miles of barren land into fru",tfJI Portable Fence, for $20,000.
Says he ha s
S Jil.

The want of water has hitherto been a great

obstacle to an inland route to the Pacific. The

surveying officers have devoted much atten
tion to the obtaining of an adequate supply,
and with some success.

By one party it wa�

only " just began."

Patented April, 1856.

The Exit Fire Arms C ompany has

been

chartered by the Legislature of New-Jersey,

and has purchased the Fire Arms patent of
Mr. Joseph C. Day, granted

1854. Capital ,

two hundred and fifty thousand dollars, with

found that a good common wagon road could leave to double the amount.
be constructed from the Rio Grande down
We have heard of several other patent sales,
tb e San Pedro and Gila, and across the C olo but as our information is not sufficiently posi

rado desert, and which could be supplied with tive, we «ecline to print them.
water from common wells. Another party,
We shall be happy at all times to receive
under Capt. Pope, were charged to sink an ar notice of the sales or purchase of patents,

tesian well on the Llano Estacado-an arid with a view to publishing the same . Such
desert. They commenced operations in the statements, when they come from reliable

latter part of May, last year, and at a depth sources, are encouragements to those who
of 360 feet water was reached, but it only rose possess any taste for inventing ; they are also

70 feet.

The boring was continued, and

500 encouraging to those who have capital lying

feet of tubing (all that the corps had,) was used.

About the middle of the month of September

idle, awaiting investment to good advantage.
There never was a better time for invent

640 feet, another powerful supply of water ors than the present. Few patents that are
was reached. It rose 390 feet in a few min good for anything have to wait for purchasers,
at

utes, when unexpectedly t.he marly clay be

low the tubing caved in and stopped its flow.

It was attempted to remove the accumulation

of water, by mud pumps, but after a continu
ous labor of twelve days and nights, no im
pression was made on it ; and thus it now re

mains.

This experiment proves, we think,

that an abundant supply of water can be ob
tained, at least on that desert part of the route
-where it is so necessary-from artesian
wells.

Other artesian wells are to be sunk along the
route, and C art. Pope will renew his labors
on the one described, when he receives the

tubing and materials necessary to carry on
the work.

The water obtained at Llano Esta

c a d o was clear, pure, and p alatable ; and no
impurities could be detected by tests applied

by Dr. Shumard, the geologist of the party.

These surveys have developed the fact that

the territory on the Pacific shores, is only a
narrow slope of about

150 miles of arable
1000 miles,

land skirtin g the ocean for about

but its riches in minerals surpass comprehen
sion.

Rich veins of copper and antimony

have lately been discovered, also great depos
its of asphaltum.

The sulphate of soda and

the carbonate of magnesia have been found in
great quantities, but no niter.

Carboniferous

limestone has been found in abundance at the
San Francisco mountain, and this ..ffords some
hope that deposits of coal may also be there.
Thus far the surveys have developed a good

wagon route to the Pacific, supplied with a suf

ficiency of water ; and the grades and tunnel
ing required through the Rocky Mountains,

for a railroad, do not present Buch engineering
difficulties as the railroad ov er the Alps, de
scribed in our columns last week.

The CGst

of a railroad from Fort Smith, on the Missis
s ippi, to San Francisco,-a distance of 2,025

miles, is estimated at
over

$46,000 per mile .

$94,720,000,-0. little

The exploring surveys

are still continued, and no doubt many new
and interesting scientific discoveries will yet

be made by the able corps of officers engaged
in these scientific explorations.

and the amounts sometimes realized are fabu
lous.

The demand for improved machines, of

all descriptions, is very great, and it increases

much faster than the supply.

A single farmer of the present day, cultiva

or portable gas apparatus.

Blasting Compound.-Wm. Silver, Jr. , Wap

placed within the eye of the upper stone or
runner and so arranged that the grain will

is intended not come in contact with the eye of the stone,
to the bed
Its but be conveyed directly down
character will be seen by reference to the stone. With this arrangement the grain can
claim on another page. The chlorate of not as usual cling to the sides of the eye, in
potassa supplies a large quantity of ox consequence of centrifugal force, and cause the
ygen to combine with the carbon that is eye to be clogged or choked thereby. This is
liberated when explosion takes place, and the an excellent improvement. I t was fully illus
peculiar structure that is obtained by employ trated and described in No. 25 of our present
ing rags or paper, causes all parts of a charge volume.
Improvement in Melodcons.-By Jeremiah Car
to be ignited instantaneously. The compound
of New York City.-This invention re
hart,
is used in a cartridge. It is stated that one
pound of it, at a price of one-half the same lates to Melodeons in which two single or
two
weight of gunpowder, possesses an amount of double sets of reeds are employed, with
explosive force equal to three pounds of gun sets of valves. It consists chiefly in a certain

powder. It is thus very cheap. A great ad arrangement of mechanism employed in com
vantage is also obtained by its explosion with bination with two banks of keys, one or both
sets of reeds to be played at pleasure, or both
very little smoke.

wollopen, Pa.-This compound
as a

cheap substitute for gunpowder.

sets with one hand, and one with the other
thus effecting all the combination of which an
of New York City.-Consists in having an
instrument with two sets of reed s or valves is
arbor, to which one end of the shade roller is
capable of producing. It is a valuable inven
attached, fitted in a swinging pendant, fasten
tion.
ed to the window-casing.
Said arbor has a
Impl'OL'Clnent 'in Buck Sall·s.-By E. S. Clapp,
ratchet upon it, and also a pinion which gears
into a toothed wheel, having a coil spring of Montague, Mass .-The form of this im
connected to its axis. The toothed wheel and provement is the same as that of common
spring are attached to the pendent. The seve buck- saws . '1'he invention consist.s in having
ral parts are so arranged that, as thJ shade is two bows at one end of the saw frame. Said
drawn down, the spring will be wound up, and bows are connected by a hinge or j oint ; one
retained by a pawl which catches into the of the bows has a rack attached to it, which
and
ratchet, and releasing t':le pawl from the passes through a slot in the other bow
ratchet, the coil spring will wind up the shade catches on the edge of a slotted plate thereon ;
the saw is connected to one bow and the
roller and shade.
Window

Shade Fixtures.--By James Stephens,

straining-wire to the other ; so that, by press
Cotton Seed Planter.-By J. A. Stewart, of
ing one of the bows, the saw may be so strained
Franklin, Ky.-C onsists in employing a rotary
in the frame, or loosened, with the greatest
and cheapest manner, would be obliged to
hepper, corrugated or formed in a zig-zag state
facility. This is quite a novelty, and a useful
purchase not less than two hundred and thiloty
and in connection with a clearing-rod, so that
differentpatented inventions! Agriculturists form,
contrivance.
the seed will be properly detached or separated
by far, the most numerous class of the popu
trom each other by the rotation of the hopper,
It.-suscitation of Drowned Persons.
lation. They are numbered by millions. But
and discharged through slots cut in the
Dr. }Iarshal Hall, an eminent physician of
in respect to mechanical improvements they
periphery thereof, into the furrow. This is a London, gives instructions for the resuscitation
as yet. in general, adhere to the " penny wise
good invention.
of persons apparently drowned, at variance
and pound foolish policy.J)
Filtering Water l'aucet.-By James H. with the methods now in use. He says :
Instead of be ing on the alert to seize upon
Wright, of New York C ity.-C onsists in There is one great impediment to the restora
all new inventions that are calculated to aug 
having the faucet provided with two cocks, tion of the function of respiration, which is the
ment profits, they often require to be patiently
with a chamber between them ; the chamber falling back of the tongue across the top of
argued into a perception of their advantages.
being divided into two compartments, by the the glottis, or entrance into the wind pipe. In
They buy a new contrivance for five dollars,
filtering material and the plate and bars be order to remove this, the patient is to be
make a clear one hundred dollars yearly by its
tween which the filtering material is secured. placed upon his face and breast, and the body
use, and then complain of the extravagant
The water-pipe communicates with the lower is then to be turned slowly on to one side, and
cost of these " new-fangled notions."
compartment, and the liquid is so guided in its then returned slowly to its former position.
But, notwithstanding their willful obtuse
entrance, as to sweep the under-side of the This motion, whose effect is to cause a con
ness, the num ber of patented inventions which
filtering material, and thus always keep it siderable amount of air in the lungs to be ex
they now annually purchase, amounts, in the
perfectly clean-the water drawn from the pelled and re-inspired, is to be kept up until
gross, to an enormous number. With the in
faucet in a filtered or unfiltered state, as de breathing is restored, or all hopes of resusci
crease of light and intelligence among them,
sired. The obj ect of having two cocks is to tation from this source are abandoned .
comes a swelling demand for greater facilities
. -. .
permit the drawing olf of either filtered or un
and additional improvements. This is true not
The Oceanic Su"ey.
filtered water. The water requires more time
only of farmers but of all classes . of people.
Lieut. Berryman has selected the steamer
to pass through the filtering material than to
Therefore, let no person gifted with the least
for the service of sounding the Atlantic,
.!lrctic
issue direct from the receiving compartment,
talent for invention, discourage himself with
in order to ascertain the practicability of the
unfiltered.
the idea that the world is already too full of
proj ect desi gned to be executed by the New
Cording Bedsteads .-By J. Huddleston, of
improvements, that there is no chance for him,
York, Newfoundland, and London Telegraph
or that the day has gone by for profitable real Cottage Grove, Union Co., Ind.-Relates to
Company, of laying a Bubmarine cable be 
izations from these sources. Such is not the the cording of bedsteads, and its object is to tween St. Johns, Newfoundland, and Vallencia
fact. Never, we repeat, were such golden op facilitate the operation of drawing the cord
Bay, on the south-west coast of Ireland. The
portunities presented to genius as are now taught, lessen the labor of performing the
steamer will be fitted up with all possible
spread before her. These opportunitie.s are same, and simplify the means employed. A dispatch, and will soon be in readiness to
drawing would be required to explain its parts.
not diminishing but rapidly increasing.
proceed on her work.
.. . .. ..
In former years, the more valuable IIJl im
Improverrumt in Wagon Wheels .-By Wm. A.
The:screw steamer Himalaya, belonging to
provement the more poverty-stricken was the Ashe, of New York City.-Consists in forming
inventor. But now-a-days this experience is a narrow tongue at the centre ot and on the the British Navy, recently made a passage
reversed. The more valuable the improve inner circumference of the tire, and a deep, across the Atlantic-from Halifax to Ports
ment, the more speedily does the inventor be narrow groove, of corresponding shape to the mouth-in 8 days, 3 1-4 hours ; most extraor
come rich.
tongue, in the outer periphery of the fellies, ordinary speed.
ting say

200 acres, if he were to conduct all

his operations in-door ami out, in the best
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into a paste of sulphur and phosphorus, made
public, the books not containing anything of
Note. on Patented Inventions.-No. 1 3.
value or truthful information, dealing in
Friction Matches.-Small blessings are often fluid by glue. It had been customary to dip
I have read the articles on India Rubber in generalities they befog and mislead only.
times the best, and this we think is true res- the splints first in the sulphur, then, after it
J. T. T
Harlem, N. Y., July, 1856.
the SCIENTIFIC AY1!lRICAN with attention, and
pecting iguiting matches. They are now so was dry, into the phosphorus.
The match business is carried on to a great
have the following remarks to offer :common that we seldom reflect on their real
Remarks on the above.-It has always been value-not price-as promoters of our com extent in New-York and other places ; the
In the first article, you say " vulcanization
is the submitting of a compound of rubber and very difficult to obtain any information regard forts and pleasures. Those among us who splints are all made with great rapidity by
sulphur to a high degree of steam heat." ing the manufacture of india rubber fabrics remember the time-and it is not mauy years machinery, and other parts of the labor is
This is not so. More than two-thirds in value from those engaged in the business, and the ago-when the flint, steel, and tinder-box , performed by machines. The following is a
of all the goods vulcanized in this country foregoing letter does not, we regret to state, were the only common appliances for kindlin� good composition for matches :-Phosphorus,
are vulcanized by dry heat, just as they have furnish us with much that is satisfactory.
fires, &c., cauuot be too thaukful to the first 4 parts, by weight ; saltpetre 1 0, fine glue 6,
been ever since Goodyear took out his patent.
Most of the information given by us in inventor of friction matches ; but who he was red lead 5, smalt 2. The glue is first made
With a few exceptions, the goods vulcanized the articles referred to, was obtained from the is now unknown. Phosphorus is the principal into a smooth j elly, with water-then the
by steam are heavy and coarse articles, such records of those who have secured patents for igniting ingredient in the composition used for phosphorus is carefully mixed with it, at a
&3 engine packing, &c.
india rubber products, and who have been, or matches. This peculiar, inflammable substance heat of 1400 Fah. ; after which the saltpetre
In regard to the Patrick lIiackie business, he are, interested in such manufactures. On page was discovered in 1 6-,3, and it was employed is added-then the red lead, and lastly, the
The matches, in bunches, are first
used sulphate of zinc in his solution just as 328, SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, there is an omis  in many ways prior to its application in smalt.
painters use it in their oils-but the use of it sion of one word which we regret, it is dry, in matches, to produce instantaneous light. A dipped iu sulphur, then dried-then dipped
was valueless, and positively hurtful. At that connection with a high degree of steam heat, piece of phosphorus was kept in a bottle, and into the phosphorus composition. This com
date they used uurectified spirits of turpen  in explaining the vulcanizing process. But in a common sulphur match being dipped into it , position makes very good matches ; it is the
tine ; the addition of the sulphate of zinc, as the succeeding article, page 334, the credit of then exposed to the air, ignited. This plan common compound of the German makers.
-------.-.�4a��.�--
any chemist understands, produces decompo the discovery is giveu to Goodyear, who used was in limited use for a great number of years.
Great Trial of Mowinl; Machines.
sition of the rubber ; if that was so when the dry heat. It still appears to us that steam For a long time sulphur matches tipped with
A very interesting trial ofmowing machincs
goods were unvulcanized, how much more de heat must be the best for vulcanization. The chlorate of potash were used ; then they were
leterious its use would be now as a vulcani- superiority of American over E1}glish cured improved by being dipped in a paste of chlorate took place at Hempstead Branch, L. r . , on the
zero
goods in the Crimea may not have been ow of potash and sulphuret of antimony mixed 30th ult., under the auspices of the Queen's
It is absolutely necessary, for the produc ing to the particular method of heating them. up with starch. They ignited when drawn County Agricultural Society. The field for
tion of a good article in the wet way, that the The heat of stcam can be most nicely regulated, across sand paper. In many respects these operation was heavy clover, and seven ma
solvent be as nearly anhydrous as possible ; and it can also be applied.dry. A high degree were defective, inasmuch as their smell was chines contended for the prizes, amid a very
hence we use triple refined camphene, and if of steam heat is employed to dry many arti  offensive, and they ignited with a spirtiug ac large concourse of farmers and others. The
the sulphur should contain the most minute cles ; and in France such heat is used for tion. The first American patent granted for following were the rules l..id dowu by the
portion of sulphuric acid, the goods will not making gunpowder charcoal. lf properly ap the manufacture of friction matches, was in seven judges :" They will take into consideratiou the clear
vulcanize ; hence the application and use of plied, we canuot conceivlj how any fears need October, 1836, to Alonzo D. Phillips, of Spring
the hypo-sulphites, which are compounds of be entertained respecting the formation of acid field, Mass. His patent embraced the use of ness of cutting ; lightness of draft ; simplici
the metals and sulphur in the condition most in the vulcanizing process.
chalk, phosphorus, glue and brimstone.
In ty of coustruction ; durability, and the least
free from oxygen.
In the above letter, wherein it is stated Juue, 1837, John Hatfield of S tillwater, Sara l!able to get out of ordcr. The speed of the
In your second article, your remarks in re that the least portion of sulphuric acid pre toga Co., secured a patent for dipping matches , horses is not to exceed an ordinary slow walk.
gard to Mr. Goodyear and Messrs. McIntosh vents vulcanization, it appears to us that Mr. by placing them in a conical tube, with their No trotting will be allowed."
Half an acre was allowed to each machine,
& Co. are quite true and well put, and should Goodyear's first patented curing process was sulphur ends outwards. This method separa
be a lesson to all men who have invented based on the opposite principle ; as it em ted the tipped ends. On N ov. 1 6, 1839, John and before they had complete d their work, a
yet are dilly-dallying about taking out pat braced the use of acidulous nitrate of copper, Stevens of New-York city, obtained three dynometer, imported by 1I1 r. Allen, was at
ents. It is safe to say that McIntosh & Co. and it was used in conjunction with sulphur, in patents for improvements in friction matches. tached to each in succession, and the power
have made from £300,000 to £500,000 from Hayward's process.
The first was for covering them with a coating required to operate them was ascertained to
Mr. Goodyear's invention.
In reference to the use of sulphate of zinc of varnish, gum mastic dissolved in turpeu be as follows :
Length of Cutting Bar. lbs. draft·
Here again, however, you may say Han combined with india rubber (either wet or tine, to preveut them from accidental ignition,
Allen's
4 feet 8 inches
336
cock's method of vulcanizing by steam is a dry) we conceive it is public property, and we and injury from moisture. The secoud was
Burrall's,
4 ,. 8
"
321
superior method. It is not so. Goods vul tended to enforce this idea, because it has been for the use of litharge and carbonate of lead ,
"
Dietz & Dunham's, 4 " 8
348
canized both ways were thoroughly tested in claimed by others subsequent to the date of mixed with phosphorus, aud the third was for
.(
Manny's,
4 " 10
392
the Crimea, and while the English steam the first patent. C hemists, as asserted above, dispensing with the use of sulphur, by substi
"
Manny's (4 wheel) 4 " 1 0
'138
cured goods were coudemned, our American do not understand that sulphate of zinc tuting niter, to obviate the uupleasant sulphur
"
Whitenack's,
4 " 11
388
goods received the approbation of both French mixed with india rubber decomposes it, any smell. The matches were saturated in a strong
Weeks',
4 " 8
"
340
and English officials.
more than they understand that sulphur and solution of niter, dried, and theu dipped into a
After some diSCUSSion, the judges declared
Vulcanization is one of those grand Ameri  heat, as asserted, do not produce a new com phosphoric compound. In Dec. 1841 , N. T.
their belief that a uumber of the machines
can inventions which mark the last few years pound with india rubber, but simply a change Winans and Theo.& Thad. Hyatt, of New York
were equal in merit, and concluded to decide
of the scientific and industrial progress of the of its condition-rcndering it allotropic.
secured two patents for friction matches ; the
by asking each j udge which machine he would
nations, and iu this art we are yet far ahead
'r he sulphate of zinc is used as a preserva  first was for matches rendered water-proof, by
prefer to buy. This was tried, and they stood
of anything in Europe-this, from a close in tive to prevent decomposition in tiuiber ; it is a combinatiou of glue with shellac-the dis
twos for different machines, and the choice
spection a few months ago, I can speak under also used in the art of dyeing, to render some claimer connected with this patent rendered it in
was made of those for the first and second
colors more permanent, and when dry it is of little consequence, and the second was not
standingly of.
premiums, by the vote of the odd one. They
With the exception of three or four Ameri not easily affected by heat. Is it because the much better ; it was for the use of shellac
finally agreed to report as follows :
can factories recently started in France and metal zinc is so easily oxydized that a chem varnish, when made with an alkali-which is
" The Committee, after deliberation, report
decom
would
sulphate
its
that
infer
should
ist
Great Britian (just as much American as if
an inferior varnish to withstand moisture, to
Burrall's machine as of the lightest draft, but
they were in New York, both managers and pose india rubber 1 If so, how comes it that that made by alcohol-which was disclaimed.
not doing as good work as some of the others.
employees being Yankees) and McIntosh & a patent was granted to D. McC urdy, in 1851,
In May, 1 842, G. W. Carleton of lIiaine,
They recommend Allen's machine to their fel
C o's. productions, such aa packing, hose, for the use of the oxyd of the most oxydiza obtained a patent for making a safe, ig
tubing, &c., they know nothing of the art. It ble metal known-potassium. He received a nitable composition for matches, capable of low farmers. They award the first premium
is amusing to read in their journals of im patent for the use of potash, a very deliques  being exported, placed about a fourth of a to Manny's Improved ; the second to White
provements made from day to day-improve cent salt, (sulphate of zinc is not) which, pound of phosphorus in a large bottle, then nack's, and the third to Weeks'."
The Committee wished it b� understood
ments which were known and in use in this he asserted, produced vulcanized india rubber covered it with a strong solution of gum
without sulphur. These chemical inconsis  arabic, and then immersed the bottle in hot with reference to the machines above na
couutry years ago.
N. Goodyear's patent granted April, 1845, tencies we leave to india rubber manufactur  water until the phosphorus was fused-more med, that, with the exception of Burrall's,
they considered them so nearly equal that
was not so important as that of May follow  ers to reconcile.
gum arabic was then added, (about two pounds
India rubber is stated to be a pure hydro altogether,) and the whole violently shaken, to they would not have made any distinction had
ing. C . Goodyear's patent of July 5th, 1845,
was very valuable ; and although you say carbon, and so is gutta percha, according to mix thm intimately-two pounds of sub it not been required.
.. . - . �+
such goods have not since been manufaetured, the analysis of Dr. Maclagan. The books, in carbonate of potass ; one of saltpeter and one
The Consumption of Ice.
yet if you examine the inside of a shoe you deed, may, as our correspondent asserts , of sulphur were then added, and the whole
The ice business has grown into a very im
be wrong regarding vulcanized india rubber, ground together like paint in a mill, and put
will get some light on the subject.
portant branch of trade in this country. The
In the last remarks in the second article for we have not found one that asserts it to up for future use-simply by dipping the
city of Boston, where this commerce may be
We would like splints into it, and then drying them. Of late
you again bring forward our old friend Patrick be allotropic caoutchouc
said to have had its origin, is still the chief
lIIackie with his sulphuret of zinc matter. to see the records of the analysis that proved years, the only improvement made in compo
port for its exportation. The amount exported
There is no sort of use talking about the this, and for the benefit of chemical sci sitions of matches, is that of Prof. Scrotter, of
from there, last year, exceeded one hundred
merits of his invention, as the slightest chem euce it ought to be given to the public Vienna, whol by heating the phosphorus-out
and fifty thousand tuns, of which at least two
ical knowledge will suffice to show that a as it would certainly be a very interesting of contact with the air-prior to using it in
consumed in the southern cities,
salt of the greatest oxydizing power in solu fact for chemists. Until this is done, chemists the match composition, rendered it more safe thirds was
being sent to South American
remainder
the
process
leton's
tion in a hydro carbon in which a pureoBolid should not be blamed for considering vulc�n The practical results of Mr. C ar
and West Indian ports. The annual domestic
hydro carbon (india rubber differs froin all ized india rubber a compound, not an allo  appear to us to be of the very same nature.
consumption of ice in the chief cities of the
other gum, in beiug perfectly free from oxy tropic condition of caoutchouc.
In July, 1843, W. K. Ashard of New-York,
States is estimated as follows :
United
gen) is also in solution, the use of such a sub 
. . ... ..
obtained a pateut for makiug matches without
Boston, 60,000 ; New York, 300,000 ; Phila
stauce whether in natural or allotropic caout
The Philadelphia Mint.
sulphur-for resisting the action of moisture
delphia, 200,000 ; Baltimore, 45,000 ; Wash
chouc is always and esseutially hurtful. Pat
A statement of the operations of the Miut as follows : The splints were first saturated in
rick Mackie, I think, will not pass down to for the month of June, shows t1lat the gold beeswax ; then dipped into a composition of 1 ington, 20,000 ; Charleston, 15,000 ; Mobile,
; New Orlean!!, 40,000 ; St. Louis, 25,posterity as a great inventor ; and if the pub  bullion amounted to $321,306 ; of silver part phosphorus, two of chlorate of potaes, 15,000
000, and Cincinnati, 25,000 tuns.
lic has auy money to lose, I don't think a $76,800 ; total deposits $298,100. The coin five of sulphuret of antimony, and two gum
In the smaller towns, especially in those
more promising field to work can be found age for the month in gold was $1,3 15,459 ; in shellac varnish. These are very excellent
water is introduced by reservoirs, the
where
than to use his expired patent.
silver $445,000 ; three cent pieces, $3,660, and matches in cold weather, but are liable to be
In conclusion, I have to observe that the in cents, $3,013 88. Entire coinage of the come soft, and then refuse to ignite iu warm consumption of ice is about two-thirds as
their population as in
real processes of producing vulcanized or allo month, $1,767,132 88. The whole number of weather. In March, 1843, Stephen Blaisdale great in proportion to
the larger cities.
tropic india rubber are not understood by the pieces coined was 2,570,074.
of Me., secured a patent for dipping matches
India Rubber Manufacture •.
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A YEAR-An Agent is wanted in
Moneyreceived at the S OIENTIFIO AMERICAN Office on T HE AUBIN PORTABLE GAS WORKS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
� , 000
.
are now admitted to be the beld known, whether for �1
�very town in.the Union to manufa e
hue an arhcle of. dally consumptIon ; can be manufac.
H. K. Van D of N. J.-The only te.t of the evapora· account of Patent Office business for the week ending
i
s
c
O
�f�����ctti�� ':n�i:;��::t1��, �h�i� fr�!d�� fr�:;�!ir. tured at the Agent's dwelling ; secured by copyright .
tive quality ofrour steam boiler, is the amount of water lii aturday. July 5. 1856 ,and their unequalled economy ; they do not require me' sale �s per;nanent ali flour. I·'ull particulars sent on the
it can raise into steam with a pound of coal in one hour. W. & B. T., ofM." .. $20 ; W. L. & Co of Ky., $25 ; S. chanical
skill or constant attendance ; they will work recelpt ofiS cents. Addres.':I J. T. HOItNE & CO :Hox
42'4*
Have you tried the experiment ? If not. do so as soon as Z . II of Texas, $20 ; J. R . M., of 0 . , $25 ; R . W . T., of night and day if required-never clog the pipes, and can· 4.551, New York.
they generate gas from any material con·
B ofInd., $150 ; J. R.. of Pa., $25 ; not explode
H.
W.
;
$50
Y
N.
possible.
taining it. These great advantages, in connection with
0., $30 ; W. & B of 0 $25 ; H. G., ofN. Y.,
of
W. S
ARREL
MACHINERY-CROZIER·S
PATENT
II. E . K. of Conn.-The sketch or your knitting machine
the fact that with a working plan any experienced work- B,is unrivalled in point of quality and quantity of work
improvement has been examined. Rnd we think that the $25 ; J. B.. of Ill .. $30 ; MeN. C. and S of N. Y., $250 ; ;il�n�:t:!f���de�r�ht;tie'i����t:::�t� P�r�f!�i������h performed, and may be seen m constant
operation at the
Manufactory of the undersigned. For rights and
arrangement of the needles and locking bar is a new E . E . , of Ill .. $30 ; W . & St. J ofN. Y $25 ; A, O. B o ' of business will do well to investigate. If they do they .Barre,l
address
WELCH & CROZll� R
contrivance. If you can make this machine operate as Ky., $25 , C. W of Conn $30 ; J . S . S of Conn .. $ 30 , will buy. We refer to our works in operation on the machllles
Oswego, N. Y.
Isaac Newton, at the Delavan House. Albany. 43 18*
well as yOll hope, it will have an extensive sale. There G. S., ofN. Y $25 ; L. H. S., of Mich $35 ; W. S. P., of steamer
and in many other placeil. In a few weeki they will be
has been during the past year considera.ble demand for Mass $25 ; E. D. B., of N. Y., $30 ; J. C., of Ind., $30 ; in use for several villages now in negotiation. For fur·
o
CAR HUILDERS-For Sale, one new Upri�ht
I
o
a o a
oa y, T B,?ring Mill tor boring car wheels. Maker'S prIce
i
knitting machines of simple construction,capable of gene  G. W. G., of L . 1., $25 ; J. N ., of N. Y $25 ; J. A. B of
JiN� �� .��i��:, � tv: $6UO.
will be sold for $400 cash. Addre" GEO . S . LIN •
ra.! domestic use, like the sewing machine. You had N. J $25 ; J. B. C of Ill., $20 ; J. & R. S .. of N. Y. �:� ]!g�k. �� H. &��l
C:;OLN & C O Hartford. Ct.
431£
better send us a model of the machine. Our circular Of $10 ; �. G. lI., of Pa., $45 ; A. C of N. Y., $25.
ARREL ANn KEG IIEAD 'J'URl'IiING AND
instruction will advise you in regard to the proper size of Specifications and drawings belonging to parties with B Planing Machine. N. 'V. Robinson's patent Keed
R�VER'S
PATENT
WIRE
CUTTERS-A
anes
pi
and
out
head
the
cuts
machino
This
Y.
.
N
ville.
the following initials have been forwarded to the Patent it all at one operation, and will make ..rom 300 to 4.00 per G VIew of which is given in No. 42, this paper are
the model.
for sde wholesale and retail by E. D. & G. Draper,
D. V., of Ind.-Your wheel would not move in the box Office during the week ending Saturday, July 5 ;H �)':4=
hour.
Hopedale, Milford. Mass. We are also sole agents for
at all. because water has no buoyancy, as you seem to sup· J. MeA. of Ga. , W. S. of Ga. ; J . H. of Ky. ; W. & II .
the sale of Dutcher's Patent 'l'emples Perry's Patent
WORTH KNOW ING-The two l-)aral�el
pose. to rise from the bottom to the to� of the box. in or· of 0. ; J. R. M . of O. ; R. W. T. of N. Y., 2 cases ; H. G. QOMETHING
,!.fotion, Hayden &. Wyllys' Paten
� patent rights of Fenwick and Boeklen's Hand Corn D�awmg Rhuttle
of N. Y. ; W. T. Jr. of M.ss. ; A. R. of N. Y. ; C . S. P. of Planter for sale at $2.000. State rights from $100 to $150. OIlers, &c.Res-ulators or Eveners, Thompson's Patent
der to drive the wheel.
42 7*
County rights and one machine, $25. .I!' EN1\nCK &
N. }". P., of Conn.-We are not aC'quainted with any Conn. ; W. & St J. of N. Y. ; A. O. B. of Ky. ; G. W. G
1
pure blue coloring matters for which alcohol is a propel of L. I. ; J. N. of N. Y. ; T. R. B . of N. Y. ; G, S. ef N . BOEKLEN, �ew York City.
NEW ANI) ii;CIEN·lU'W !NVENTION-Dr
Y. ; E . S. W. of Ill. ; J. A. B. of N. J. ; W. B . of Ill. ; W.
lalvent.
Cheev�r's Galvano:Electric Relfenerator. Patent
A
.
ORRIS WOIU\.S, Norristown. Pa.-Inglis, Carson �ssued
Jan . l;)th. 185�. A CIrcular relatmg to the use oftha
G. McD.. of U. 'l1._The flowers of sulphur are pro· S. P. of Mass. ,\V. G. lI. of Pa., 2 ca�os J. &: It. S . of N
& West, Iron and Bras� Founders, Machinist:>!, Boiler m:::trum�nt.
embracmg a general treatise of atony of the
akers and Steam ]l�ngine Builders-Manufacture Cor· spermatIc organs,
duced by distilling stick sulphur in a retort at 7.52 degs. Y. ; A, C. of X. Y.
the result of which tends to softening
for
construction
improved
an
of
}Jngines
Pumping
nish
..--------_ .
..
---...
medullary �ubstance of' which the brain is composed
}'ah. The flowers of sulphur are condensed in a small
mines and Water works, of any capacity. All kinds of the
mar
be
ha�
�rat�s. �nd will . be sent to any address by
chamber at the neck of the retort ; this chamber is main·
Iml)Ortant (tews.
mall b:r theu ll1dlcatmg a deSIre to receive it. All letters
�:�lS�cf�; stlOuld
���YN��K{g��i�d��I,I:���1fh�:�Y
tained at a heat of 250 degs. Fah. !toll -sulphur is made To THE U�,( FORTUNATE_We are no longer able to sup tf����1J(
be directed to DR. J. Cl1BB V-l'} R, No. 1 1'remont
require d ill the BngineeringltK�jlR��
n
fJ emple. Haston
·tJ 4.*
by ca.sting it in mold3 while in a liquid state. It would ro
tv lN�Ullj s .
ply the following back numbers of the present volume
lUClIARD H. CORSON.
quire a long letter to give you the necessary information No 6, 12. H. 15, 17, 18. 19. 21, 22, 23. 21, 25, 21. 2$,
l'M.J·
i
���I1AN'C'S
'r.\nLf�g-A New Book. Contain.
J OHN WES�\
4.3tf
for making bar soap containing rosin,
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It is a remarkable fact, that countries lying
of

latitude differ

greatly in the ranges of their temperature.
On the west coast of Europe the winters are
comparatively warm and the summers equally
cool, while on the

vegetation which certainly was not essential

action always, on account of its constant hu
(as the other was,) to the existence of an midity and the great number of its elements.
Surely, then, we ought not to call this re abundant animal I:fe before and during the
One of the poles is made of a mixture ohaw

motely needful action upon the air the essential epoch of the coal formfltion, and which has
office of vegetables in

The Annual nmount of HeaL

within the same degrees

nal stock of this important element of the at
mosphere.

dust and copper filings, and the other pole is

the economy of the not been proved to be ntcessar1j even to the

composed of sawdust mixed with zinc filings.

world, nor view as a subordinate or concomi existence of man."
tant end, that operation of organizing matter
which provides the

whole

animal creation

with sustenance, and the failure of which for

i The two poles are placed in one vessel, but are

------�.�.� ..
�----

separated by a porous partition. The exciting

New Galvanic Datterv.

liquid is a solution of the chloride of calcium

For medicinal uses, M. Breton, of Paris, has

-this salt is a great attractor of moisture

a single year would depopulate the earth. contrived the following construction of ba t

from the atmosphere.

eastern coasts of America N or should we call that the essential office of tery, which maintains the same intensity of

the reverse of this is true.

Thus, in countries

IMPROVED AGRICULTURAL MACHINE.

lying 1 GO further north in westernEurope than

New York, the average temperature in Janua
ry is 300, and that of July 600_a range of
only thirty degrees.

InNew York the range

of variation often amounts to nearly 100'.
In January last, the thermometer in New
York, stood from 5' to 7' below zero, for
some days; while it ranged from 95° to 98°

above it, for some days last week.

But al

though the ranges of temperature differ great
ly in different countries, the actual amount of
heat, a.nnually, is according to the position of
countries in relation

to the poles

and the

equator.
In Europe, by long observation, it has been
found that the mean temperature of a place
remains nearly the same. The winter may be
unusually cold, and the summer unusually hot,
while the mean

temperature

has not varied

one degree; a very cold winter is generally
succeeded by a very warm summer, and vice

versa. This h8.s also been found to be the case

To the upper suriace of the frame, A , the rendered adjustable, the wheels, B, may be
XI'''' A�rlclIItural Machine.
The invention illustrated by our engraving draft pole, D, is attached. The draft pole, by so regulated that the harrow teeth will sink
tion of heat over summer and winter under accomplishes four distinct purposes at one op being thus connected, has a tendency, when any required distallce into the ground; and as
goes comparatively small variations. A cold rration, to wit :-It harrows the ground, sows the implement is drawn along, to keep the the toothed p!ates rise Ilnd fall independently
with our own climate-the relative distribu

winter is generally succeeded by a warm sum

It is a front end of the harrow down, or prevent it of each other, they will accommodate them
selves to the unevenness of the soil.
The common way is to from rising Irom the ground.
one to this rule; that was the summer of 1836, employ three distinct machines for these pur
At the back end of the machine a shaft, E,
This appears to be a highly useful and val
which was wet and cold, and succeeded a poses, and thus to triplicate the time required is attached parallel with the end of the frame, uable implement. Address the inventor, Mr.
A. Shaft E has a series of r�ctang'ular plates, James B. Davis, Boston, Mass., for further in
very long and cold winter. This was account by the use of the present improvement.
mer.

'.Ve have noticed an exception, and only

ed for by three very large dark spots on the

sun's disk, which were seen distinctly with
the naked eye for at least an entire week.
1"or what Purpose were Plant. Create d.

On page 221 we presented some of the views
of Prof. Dana, of Yale College, as given in

Sac'ra, in answer to Lewis'

work on Science and Revelation.

With some

of the views of Prof. D. regarding the objects
for which plants were created Prof. Asa Gray,
of Cambridge, Mass., does

not agree.

He

takes the ground that plants were especially
created for the sustenance of man and animals,
not so much to purify the air for animals by
inhaling carbonic acid

gas

great labor-saver.

The machine consists of a rectangular frame,

A, mounted on wheels, B.

The latter are not

connected directly to the frame, but have their

--..-..---...

the Bibliothcca

the seed, covers, and then rolls it in.

and liberating

axes attached to the rims of annular plates, C,
which are fastened to the frame by pivots or
bolts, a. Each plate, C, has a series of holes

made through it, through either of which pins,
c, pass into the

side pieces of the frame, A ,

and allow the plate, C, to be secured at any
desired point.

G, attached to it, the front ends of said plates formation.

working loosely on the shaft, E, so that each

Patent applied lor.

one may rise and fall independently of the
others.

When under surfaces of the plates, I

G, there ure oblique or diagonal rows of teeth
placed quite close together, similar to those of
a hand rake.

Two or more rows may be llt

tached to each plate.
Chains,H, are attached behind, G, so as to

I

I

form loops that will trail or drag over the

By turning the plates, C, on their pivots, a, surface of the ground as the implement is
the frame, A, of course, will be brought near drawn along. K K are rollers attached by

Inventors, and Manufaoturers

er to or further from the axis of the wheel, B, rods, I, to the hinder part of the machine.
When the machine is drawn along, the
and consequently the said frame may be ele
vated or depressed to the desired hight from

harrow and toothed plates harrow the land

Into the under the drag chains,H, cover the seed, and the
oxygen, as presented by Prof. D.
surfaces of the frame, A, however, teeth, d, rollers, K K, press the earth down upon the
He says :-" Consider the dependence of the
are secured, so constructed as to turn a slight seed. The implement will do its work effec
animal creation upon the vegetable matter
furrow at each side of them. The teeth are tively, and the seed will be worked or har
produced, in comparison with the oxygen lib
shaped somewhat like plow coulters. The rowed into the soil a uniform distance, the
erated. Upou the first, as is well known, the
frame, A , with its teeth, d, attached, form a toothed plates preparing the soil for the ac
dependence of the animal creation is entire
tion of the drag chains. The frame, A, being
harrow.
and absolute; upon the second only remote
The papers were uninjured, except that they
and contingent. For vegetable matter so pro
Ralolu� a Safe from a Sunken Steamboat.
smelled very strongly of decomposed human
duced, furnishes the whole food and fabric of
In 1852 the steamboat .I1tlantic was Bunk in
bodies. All this money goes to the persons
animals. Without it, animal life could not
LakeErie, by coming in collision with a pro
have existed at all; and were its productions peller, and on board there was a safe belong interested in this adventure."
The Detroit Free Press says :-"The new
now to be suspended, all the herbivorous and
ing to the American Express Company, in
then the rarnivoroll� races would almost all which was secured a considerable sum of bills, we a.re told, are comparatively unill
perish at once. On tbe other hand, the amount money. This safe has been raised by a diver jured by their long imprisonment and expo 
of the dependence of animal lif� upon the dis clothed in submarine armor, who went down, sure to dampness, but the old ones are quite
engagement of oxygen gas by plants may be and was under water for 40 minutes. The injured and defaced, whether so much as to
prevent their identification and redemption we
estimated by supposing existing vegetation to
Detroit .I1dvertiser gives the following account
have not learned."
cease evolving free oxygen, or (which would
of the affair :.. ,� .
come to the same thing) by supposing some
" The upper deck of the steamer lies one
Atmospheric Impuritv and Dtsea.e.
new operation in the organic world to absorb
hundred and sixty feet under water, and far
Those warm climates in which consumption
the element as fast as it is given to the air by
below where there is any current or motion. is really less frequent than in cold, derive the
plants. How soon would the diminution of
Everything, therefore, is exactly aB it first comparative immunity simply from the people
the oxygen of the air be felt even by the high
went down. When the diver alighted upon being forced by the great heats to live more
er classes of animals. Making the needful
the deck he was surprised to see a beautiful lady
in an unpolluted atmosphere. It is not send
calculations, M. Dumas has answered this
whose clothing was well arranged, and her ing people to warm climates that always cures
question, by assuring us that the unbalanced
hair elegantly dressed. She was standing consumption, it is sending them to pure air.
action of the whole animal kingdom for a cen
erect, with one hand grasping the rigging. To confine consumptive persons to close, heat
tury would not consun:e more than one-eight
Around lay the bodies of several others, as if ed apartments, is but to hasten the ravages of
thousandth part by weight of the oxygen of
sleeping. In the cabin the f1!.rniture was still their disease. On the contrary, they should
the atmosphere; "a quantity altogether inap
untouched by decay, and to all appearance had live as much as possible in the open air. It is
preciable to the most delicate means of inves
just been arranged by some careful and taste  illusory to think of curing the consumptive
tigation we possess at the present day, and
ful hand.
by means of food or even medicine, without
which, very certainly, would have no influ
In the office he found the safe, and was
the amplest Mcese to the free, fresh air. An
ence on the life of anin:als," that, as respects
enabled to move it, and took it upon the deck, ounce of oxygen is worth tuns of fish oil or
the higher races of animals, "it would require
where the grappling irons were fastened on
iodine, or any amount of respirators.
no less than 10,000 years before all the men
and the prize brought safely to the light.
"I� II:
on the globe could produce an effect which
The total losses of the American under
There were in the safe $5,000 in gold, $3,500
should be sensible to Volta'sEudiometer, even
in bills of the exploded Government Stock writers. from marine disasters, during the six
supposing vegetable life to be extinct during
Bank, and a large amount of bills on other month; ending the 30th of June of the present
"
the whole of this time ; -80 vast is the origibanks, amounting in all to about $36,000. ") ear, is set down at $15,890,000.
the surface of the ground.
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